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The Harlem Renaissance, that spectacular burst of 
literary activity among Negro artists and intellectuals during 
the 1920's, is both a Negro and an American literary phenome¬ 
non. A prodigious increase in literary output in white 
America coexisted with the Harlem Renaissance, and from one 
racial side to the other there surged cross-currents of influ¬ 
ence. In literary themes, for example, there was an overlap 
of interest which is not unexpected. This was a time when 
many white writers, seeking to revitalize their own art, 
turned for thematic inspirations to things Negro. Of signifi¬ 
cance here is the comment of the New York Herald Tribune in an 
article concerning Negro winners of the first Opportunity 
literary contest: 
The African...might, if emotionally liberated, do 
interesting things to a "Nordic" stock, so bustling 
and busy, so preoccupied with "doing things" of the 
external world as almost to forget...that it has any 
senses.... 
This was a time also when both the Negro masses and the Negro 
intellectuals were especially concerned with racial solidarity 
and racial pride. Masses of Negroes were caught up in the 
^Editorial, Opportunity, January, 1925» p. 187, 




spirit, if not the actual movement, of "Garveyism," which 
taught that black skin was not a badge of shame, but rather a 
glorious symbol of national greatness. Garvey promised the 
restoration of glory in the black man's return to Africa, the 
Motherland. Charles Johnson, realizing the broad significance 
of "Garveyism," defined the movement as "just another name for 
the new psychology of the American Negro peasantry—for the 
surge of race consciousness felt throughout the world, the 
intelligent as well as the ignorant."1 The growing Negro in¬ 
telligentsia, for the most part alienated from the activist 
Garvey and his colorful grandiosity which so appealed to the 
average Negro, developed their own brand of aggressive racia¬ 
lism. They became increasingly racially-minded, racially- 
proud, racially-out-spoken, and artistically prolific. At such 
a time when Negro writers and scholars sought to clarify and 
express their racial identity, white writers often trod at 
their side seeking to reap knowledge of the black man that 
would bear literary fruit for themselves. Alain Locke comments 
on this interracial venture in an evaluative review of the 
literature of 1928: 
The year 1928 represents probably the floodtide of 
the present Negrophile movement. More books have been 
published about Negro life by both white and Negro 
authors than was the normal output of more than a 
decade in the past.2 
1"After Garvey, What?" Opportunity, August, 1923, 
p. 232. 
p 
"1928, A Retrospective Review," Opportunity, 
January, 1929, p. 8. 
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One subject of special interest to both Negro and 
white writers was Africa. For white artists it served as a 
symbol of the Negro's "liberation,”—of his origins in an exo¬ 
tic primitivism which, they believed, was retained through the 
ages and was one of the blessings of the black man's forced 
exile in a society which they considered spiritually sick and 
physically spent. The Negro artist shared this interest in 
Africa as the wellspring of primitivism, but Africa had mul¬ 
tiple other meanings to serious black writers and thinkers. 
Again Locke's comments are illuminating. Evaluating the whole 
gamut of literary achievement in the 1920's, he says that the 
most significant of all developments was the new interest in 
Negro origins: 
If there is anything that points to a permanent re¬ 
valuation of the Negro, it is the thorough-going 
change of attitude which is getting established 
about Africa and things African.1 
With the intellectual and emotional atmosphere so 
charged with the idea of Africa, it is not surprising that the 
motif of Africa was a dominant one in the poetry of the Harlem 
Renaissance. It is the particular uses of this poetic motif 
that constitute the main focus of this study. Both major and 
minor poets of the Renaissance were "bitten" by the Africa 
"bug," and it is fruitful to examine the various uses to which 
the theme of Africa was put by both the remembered and forgot¬ 
ten poets of the period. Thus, the scope of this study is 
1Ibid., p. 11. 
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broad indeed, emcompassing all the Negro poets, major and minor, 
writing during the Harlem Renaissance and appearing in col¬ 
lections of their own, in anthologies, and in magazines 
(mainly Crisis and Opportunity) of the period. 
The theme of Africa served the Negro poet in at least5 
three ways. First, as Alain Locke suggests, Africa is "natu¬ 
rally romantic."1 It needs little idealization to make of it 
an exotic treasure land. 
In literature it is the seat of the Sphinx and the 
lotus eaters, the land of dwarfs, gnomes, and pixies, the 
refuge of the gods...the source of ebony...gold and 
diamonds. What other continent can rival in interest 
this Ancient of Days.2 
For both black and white poets in search of romantic themes 
there was Africa. But the Negro poet took special pride in 
this exotic land because he claimed it as his own. 
Beyond providing the poet with purely romantic sub¬ 
stance, the Africa theme offered a useful construct to the 
black poet in particular. It availed him the opportunity to 
give form and content to his racial sense of uniqueness and 
value. It offered a concrete locale in which he could seek a 
positive historical identity. However, the use of the Africa 
theme as a tool in a truly historical reconstruction of the 
Negro's identity often blurred with the romantic application 
of the theme. It is difficult to find sufficient samples 
among Harlem Renaissance poems which, despite the apparent 
■^"The Message of the Negro Poets," The Carolina Maga¬ 
zine, VII (May, 1928), 14.   
%
2W.E.B. DuBois, The Negro (New Yorks H. Holt and 
Co., 1915), P. 9.  
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intention of the poet to do so, actually do treat Africa with 
real historic insight. Thus, necessarily, the discussion of 
the use of the theme as a tool in historic illumination will 
he brief and will sometimes tie in with the discussion of the 
Africa theme as a romantic motif. Most of the Negro poets, 
unlike their black confreres involved in historical and socio¬ 
logical inquiry, dealt with Africa from the remove of crea¬ 
tive literature. Africa was more an idea to be manipulated 
artistically than a reality subject to the rigors of histo¬ 
ricity. Countee Cullen’s comments in his review of Trader 
Horn are revealing: 
For those, like us, who have no hope of ever seeing 
a herd of elephants trampling an African jungle in 
their fury, or to witness black magic in a native 
temple where death awaits the unitiate if discovered, 
or to encounter any of the thousand thrills that only 
the insatiable wanderer experiences, Trader Horn , 
holds forth all the pleasure and none of the pain." 
Finally, the Africa theme served to develop the 
broader theme of exile and alienation. Although this theme 
dominated contemporary white literature, it had a special 
twist in Negro writing. The alienation of the black poets, 
unlike that of their white contemporaries, was inextricably 
bound with color. This alienation of man from man on the 
superficial basis of color is one of history's sorest blights, 
but, with the Africa theme at hand, the black poet often was 
tempted to suggest naive and facile solutions. Black and 
1"In Review of Trader Horn," review of Trader Horn, 
by Alfred Aloysius, in Opportunity, September, 1977^ 
p. 272-73. 
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rejected in America, he sought home and acceptance in black 
Africa, as he imagined it. 
The temporal demarcation of the Harlem Renaissance, 
and thus of this study, is somewhat arbitrary owing to the 
fact that the issue of periodization is still in dispute among 
scholars. I have found it convenient to begin my discussion 
circa 1920, a date suggesting quite unequivocally post-war 
America, the era of "Return to Normalcy," the "Jazz-Age," the 
"Roaring Twenties." It is also at about this time (1919-1920) 
that Claude McKay, the first great voice among the Harlem 
Renaissance poets, came to popular notice with the publication 
in The Liberator of his monument to protest, "If We Must Die," 
Because of the continued output of poetry concerned with the 
theme of Africa into the early thirties, I have not chosen 
1929» the onset of the Great Depression, as an equally dramatic 
cut-off date. Instead I have found 1932 to be more convenient 
for the purposes of this study. 
Before examining the works of the Harlem Renaissance 
poets, and, specifically, the unique position of the theme of 
Africa in that poetry, background forces which can often be so 
influential as to make a literary theme a contingency should 
be discussed. It behooves us, then, to take a look at the 
post-war American scene. A dual perspective is in order. 
First, a broad glance at some relevant social, historical, 
and literary forces operating in white America in the twenties 
will offer some insight into the larger world of the Renais¬ 
sance poets. Then, a narrowed focus on black America and 
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especially on Harlem and its literati will illuminate another 
American world. Both the interaction of these two worlds and 
their alienation are pertinent in establishing the background 
against which the poets of the Harlem Renaissance worked out 
their thematic treatments of Africa. 
CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUNDS 
America in the 1920’s was a country of contradictions. 
It was the best of times, and it was the worst of times. It 
was a time of quest for essential values, it was an era of 
quixotic fads; it was a poetic age, it was an ad-mad age; it 
was the era of "Main Street" conformity, it was the era of re¬ 
volt and rebellion. It was Babbittry, and it was genius. It 
was alienation in gaiety, fervid intellectualism in complacent 
"normalcy," and artistic bursts amid "booboisie" lassitude. 
It was a president who, defining the country’s purpose, said 
firmly, "The business of the United States is business,"1 and 
a poet who asked s 
How can we turn the clock back now 
And not laugh at each other 
As ashes laugh at ashes?2 
Contradiction and paradox, basic to humain existence, 
are necessarily a part of all ages, but they seem especially 
Frederick Lewis Allen describes the Coolidge era 
quite vividly when he says, "The great god business was su¬ 
preme in the land, amd Calvin Coolidge was fortunate enough to 
become almost a demi-god by doing...obeisauice before the altar." 
("Coolidge Prosperity," The Making of American History, ed. by 
Donald Sheehan [New Yorks Dryden Press, 195^3 » P* ?o8). 
p 
Carl Sandburg, "Never Born," Smoke and Steel (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1920), p. 25^. 
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characteristic of this brief era in Américain history sand¬ 
wiched between the end of World War I and the Great Depression. 
The split nature of the times was prophesied by President 
Woodrow Wilson's blindly idealistic definition of the World 
War as the war that would make the world safe for democracy, 
while his very own country was being shaken by race riots,1 
while some of his very own fighters for democracy were being 
brutally abused and discriminated against because of their 
color, and while much of the world was preparing for fascism, 
not democracy. Indeed, post-war retrenchment revealed little 
democracy gained for the world. Europe was devastated and 
alienated. In America the war-time opportunities open to 
Negroes began to disappear and the democratic hopes of the race 
suffered a severe set-back. In a spiritual retreat, America 
abandoned Wilsonian idealism, took on a renewed isolationism, 
and, with another crippling blindness, settled down to the 
business of business. Finance, credit, and consumerism were 
the new lights. It was a wild, frenetic escape into the 
comforts of materialism and the shallow protectionism of pro¬ 
vincialism and Victorian prudery,—a deliberate head-in-the- 
sand approach to issues both domestic and international. 
But the American commerical neo-Victorian ethos 
found opponents in at least two quarters. There were the gay, 
social sophisticates who blatantly affronted the age's 
1The year 1919 was the year of the Great Red Scare. 
It was a nightmarish year for Negroes. In six months there 
occurred about twenty-five race riots in major urban centers. 
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Victorianism in their reckless, hedonistic, gin-sloshing, 
jazz-loving life. They were the denizens of the cities' glit¬ 
tering night-spots and amusement arcades,—the pseudo-artistic 
patrons of the salons and soirees, the habitues of the novels 
of F. Scott Fitzgerald who flaunted the respectable, lived 
hard, drank hard, and died lonely and unfulfilled. Another 
group, however, met the age with more serious and deeper op¬ 
position. These were the many young artists and aspiring 
intellectuals who, emerging from war-time, found "all gods 
dead, all wars fought, all faith in men shaken."1 Alienated 
and revolted by the gross commercialism and provincialism 
about them, they turned in upon themselves to find new sources 
of inspiration, to develop new forms of expression, and to 
rediscover the spirit of man. 
Though the gay flappers, the speakeasy tourists, and 
the salon dilletantes are indeed colorful, they are little 
more them backdrop for the study of any literature of the age. 
It is the creative thinker which must be the focus. Thus, it 
is the latter group of intellectuals and artists which bears 
close examination here. The great spurt of artistic and lite¬ 
rary activity in post-war America—the mushrooming of maga¬ 
zines, newspapers, theaters, and symphony orchestras—dramatize 
the paradoxical nature of the times and bear testimony to the 
fact that the wasteland idea of the modern era may indeed have 
been partially a myth. The literary output, albeit it much 
1Alfred Kazin, On Native Grounds (Garden City, New 
Yorks Doubleday and Co.,Tnc., 195^). p. 150, quoting F. 
Scott Fitzgerald. 
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nurtured in revolt and rebellion, was prodigious. Referring 
specifically to the writing of white writers like Eugene 
O'Neill, Sherwood Anderson, Ezra Pound, F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
Sinclair Lewis, and Edgar Lee Masters, Alfred Kazin calls this 
period in American letters the "Little Renaissance."1 Their 
search for new forms and subjects took these writers in many 
directions. Most pertinent to this study, however, is the 
accelerated interest on the part of white thinkers and artists 
in the Negro. In their struggle to free themselves both per¬ 
sonally and artistically from what they saw as creeping cultu¬ 
ral and spiritual sterility, one of the things that these 
white writers seized upon was the Negro and things African. 
The spiritual trek to Africa was an exercise in reinvigoration 
Sterling Brown quotes the following lines of Lindsay's "The 
Congo" as "the marching song of the white writers on safari 
2 
to the newly discovered Harlem and other terras incognitas." 
Then I saw the Congo, creeping through the black 
Cutting through the jungle with a golden track 
Such white artists saw in the Negro, alienated from American 
civilization, a people who had been allowed to remain close 
to their human roots. In "Singing Nigger" Carl Sandburg sees 
in black people a closeness to God and a deep sense of human¬ 
ness that he has apparently lost. In the poem five black men 
sing as they shoot craps; the poet watches and says mournfully 
1
Ibid., p. 163. 
2 
"A Century of Negro Portraiture in American Lite¬ 
rature," Black Voices, ed. by Abraham Chapman (New Yorks The 
New American Library, 1968), p. 57^. 
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I know why God listens to your, "Walk All Over God's Heaven," 
...I listened to the five of you harmonizing six ways to sing 
"Way Down Yonder in the Cornfield," 
I went away asking where I came from.l 
It is neither within the intent of this study nor 
within my ability to measure the exact amounts of sincerity, 
faddism, or knowledgeability possessed by white artists in¬ 
terested in the Negro as a subject for their work. Critics, 
both black and white, have widely divergent views; the artists 
themselves reach no consensus. There is general agreement on 
one point, however. Despite the motivation or the justifi¬ 
cation for the white interest in the Negro "nature" as an 
antidote to a jaded generation, their interest did help to 
prepare the public and the publishers to lend a more recep¬ 
tive ear to the black voices in their literary midst. The 
Negro artist was not in any sense "created" by the white 
artist, nor did he need the white man to give him something 
to say. There is justification, however, in saying that to 
be "marketable" the black artist did well to have the sanction 
of his white contemporaries, and primitivism, namely African 
primitivism, was one theme which was receiving high ratings 
among both white readers and writers. 
This was the route taken by numbers of writers using 
Negro themes. Either in keeping with the time's thrill¬ 
seeking obsession or in an intenser search for spiritually 
revitalizing values, they were attracted by the lure of what 
1Cornhuskers (New Yorks Henry Holt and Co., 1919), 
p. 60. 
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they viewed as the Negro’s primitivism. Thus came a series of 
works about the free, spontaneous, naive, and often tragic 
Negro. To mention a few, there were O'Neill's "Emperor Jones" 
(1920) and "All God's Chillun Got Wings" (1921), Anderson's 
Dark Laughter (1925)» Heyward's Porgy (1925) and Mamba's 
Daughters (192?), and Van Vechten's Nigger Heaven (1925).1 
Survey Graphic too announced its interest in the Negro by de¬ 
voting an entire issue to the Negro in March, 1925» under the 
subtitle of Harlem : Mecca of the Negro. The effects of this 
white interest were mixed. White works, however limited, did 
help to create more favorable general acceptance of the Negro 
as a serious literary subject. Literary cash awards came forth 
from white coffers. And, as Langston Hughes has commented 
regarding the Harlem Renaissance interest in the black man, 
"the...vogue in things Negro, although it may do as much harm 
as good for the budding colored artist, has at least done 
this: it has brought him forcibly to the attention of his 
own people among whom for so long...he was a prophet without 
p 
honor." Whether or not Hughes' statement is in fact true, it, 
Commenting on the dispute as to whether the flowering 
of Negro literature was rooted in fad or in a more indigenous 
soil, John Chamberlain says, "...it remains true that the 
fashion instituted by the exploitation of the Negro by that 
archaeologist of the exotic, Carl Van Vechten, has helped the 
race in Harlem to find itself in a literary sense. Out of a 
work of dubious motivation has come good fruit." ("The Negro 
Writer," The Bookman, LXX [February, 1930], 606). 
2 
"The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain," The 
Nation, June 23» 1926, p. 693» 
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nevertheless, deserves consideration because it reveals a 
sincere appraisal by a very important and seminal black 
artist. 
An unfortunate result, however, of the white enthu¬ 
siasm in the Negro and Negro art may have been its effect of 
limiting literature's treatment of Negro life primarily to 
the exploitation of the primitive and the exotic. Africa and 
Harlem became favorite themes almost exclusively for their 
exotic and primitive value. Their image was fairly methodical 
ly expunged of anything extraneous to the primitive mold. 
Much of Negro life was thus to be ignored. Both Robert Bone, 
a white critic, and Sterling Brown recognize the stricture 
that popular taste put upon the literary artist, both black 
and white. On the "Negro vogue" Bone comments that the Negro 
seemed once again to be asked to uphold a new stereotype, to 
be "a symbol of that freedom from restraint for which the 
white intellectual longed so ardently."'1' 
Sterling Brown offers more stringent criticism of 
the literature's neglect of the wholeness of Negro life. A 
new stereotype was created, he explains, in "the search for 
the exotic and the insistence that Negroes were particularly 
o 
marked by a 'joy of living'...." More bitterly he comments: 
In revolt against Victorian...repression, writers and 
artists escaped to dark Harlem for vicarious joy, and 
^The Negro Novel in America (Rev. Ed.| New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 196577 p. 59. 
2 
The Negro in American Fiction (Washington, D.C.: 
The Associates in Negro Polk Education, 1937)» p. 148. 
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discovered an 'exotic savage world,' only a nickel's , 
subway ride from the heart of an over-civilized city. 
To preface a treatment of black poetry of the Har¬ 
lem Renaissance with a discussion of the broader white 
literary and social world is to the mind of some critics to 
denigrate the Negro artist, for such an approach seems to 
suggest that the Negro artist lacked his own material. No' 
such suggestion is intended. It is important, however, to 
realize that broader forces influence both black and white 
writers and that larger developments in white literature did 
help to create a climate which was kinder to certain themes 
than it was to others. That primitivism was so important a 
theme in the black fiction and poetry of the Harlem Renaissance 
was simply not the result of an isolated black aesthetic de¬ 
cision. The theme of Africa, for example, was "of the times." 
Africa interested both whites and Negroes. Langston Hughes 
underscores this point in The Big Sea where he poignantly 
relates the price it cost him when he decided to diversify 
his poetry and move away from primitivistic preoccupations. 
His rich white patron, so taken with his primitivistic motifs, 
rejected him as a poet when she learned of his decision. 
They broke a close and long relationship because she wanted him 
to be "pure" and "primitive" (The two qualities went together 
in her mind.). But, he explains: 
1Ibid., p. 131. 
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I did not feel the rhythms of the primitive surging 
through me, and so I could not live and write as 
though I did. I was only an American Negro—who 
had loved the surface of Africa and,the rhythms of 
Africa—but I was not Africa. I was Chicago and 
Kansas City and Broadway and Harlem...."1 2 
It is futile to try to determine the degree to which the gene¬ 
ral interest in Africa or the specific black concern with 
Africa was more influential in commending its use as a theme. 
The experience of Langston Hughes does suggest that the 
Africa motif served the current white taste as well as the 
black artist's purposes. Some critics, nevertheless, decry 
the critical approach which presents Negro writing as in any 
way a tributory of the major American stream. Their objections 
should be heard. One such critic says: 
It would be, and has been proved in large measure in 
the Negro Renaissance of the twenties to be, a more 
fruitful approach for the American Negro to write out 
of his own felt need, looking to the creative sources 
of his inclination, defining himself in terms of the 
deeper wells of his being.... He should seek his in¬ 
spiration in what life...has meant to him...[in this 
society^, in the history, mythology and folklore of 
Africa, in the battle of Ghaka, in Benin bronze, in 
Bantu philosophy....2 
Despite such critical protests, it appears quite clear from 
wider reading that Africa's popularity among artists resulted 
from a complex interaction of bi-racial influences. However, 
because of the close racial identity of the Negro and his 
1The Big Sea (New Yorks Alfred A. Knopf, 19^0), 
p • 325• 
2 
Samuel W. Allen, "Négritude and Its Relevance to 
the American Negro Writer," The American Negro Writer and His 
Roots (American Society of African Culture, I960), p. T57 
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original home Africa, and because of developments specifi- 
ft 
cally affecting Black America, Africa as a theme was cer¬ 
tainly more fruitful for the Negro artist. It was a theme 
which involved for the black artist all the ego-involvement 
that it failed to offer the white artist. 
Some unique historical and social events were af¬ 
fecting black America specifically and bear significantly on 
the revitalized interest of the Negro in Africa, Helping to 
prepare the Negro artist for the dramatic increase in self- 
expression and pride in his ancestral origins was a conflu¬ 
ence of historical and social forces. Of major importance 
were the black man's experiences in World War One and the 
"Great Migration," the shifting of much of the Negro southern 
rural population to large northern urban centers. The devas¬ 
tation of the boll-weevil and the war-time demands for labor 
in northern cities drew rural Negroes in huge masses away from 
the farms and into cities like Chicago and New York. The 
movement was dramatic. Between 1900 and 1920 Harlem doubled 
its Negro population and became the largest black city in the 
world. There Negroes from all over the world as well as from 
southern farms formed a community ripe for the exchange of 
ideas and for the sharing of racial group experiences. Har¬ 
lem was more Negro than any southern city, and it had a 
strong sense of self and community. "This new group experi¬ 
ence called for a literary movement to interpret it."1 Here 
1Bone, The Negro Novel in America, p. 5^-* 
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then, entered the "New Negro"—the poets, novelists, artists, 
and scholars who really are the Harlem Renaissance. The "New 
Negro" had "been years in the making, but the war and the mi¬ 
gration were catalysts in his emergence. Locke suggests that 
a more spiritual impetus was behind the appearance of the 
"New Negro," 
The mind of the Negro seems suddenly to have slipped 
from under the tyranny of social intimidation. By 
shedding the old chrysalis of the Negro Problem we are 
achieving something like a spiritual emancipation... 
Cthe flight to the cities] is a deliberate flight 
from...medieval America to modern...a new vision of 
opportunity....! 
The war was, however, a significant factor. During 
the war Negro soldiers experienced the sense of greater possi¬ 
bilities for their race. By internationalizing them, the war 
experience made them generally more impatient with race re¬ 
strictions at home. They had to return to America to face the 
immovable color line. Post-war racial hostility was common, 
often coming to a head in bloody race riots. It was his ex¬ 
perience as a traveling railway waiter in constant fear of 
racial bloodshed that inspired Claude McKay to write "If We 
Must Die." So moved was he by the injustice around him that 
p 
the sonnet "exploded" out of him. The false hopes raised by 
the Negro's participation in the war effort and the bitter 
realities of urban ghettoes and race hatred at home increased 
the black man's sense of group solidarity and his 
^""The New Negro," The New Negro: An Interpretation, 
ed. by Alain Locke (New York: Albert and Charles Boni, 1925), 
p. 4. 
2Claude McKay, A Long Way From Home (New York: Arno 
Press, 1937), p. 38. “ 
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disenchantment with the American promise of liberty and jus¬ 
tice for all. But what he lost of racial dignity in his 
outward reach, he appeared to gain in his turning inward to 
his own racial group. Here the Harlems of the United States 
were ready to serve him. The great Shift in population had 
created communities with increased racial aspirations and 
pride and with a rapidly growing interest in ancestral origins. 
Harlem became a great magnet for the Negro intel¬ 
lectual, pulling him from everywhere. Few of the Negroes 
taking part in the Harlem Renaissance were actually Harlemites. 
Jesse Fausset, for example, was from Philadelphia, Pennsyl¬ 
vania! Arna Bontemps from California; Walter White from Atlanta, 
Georgia; Claude McKay from Jamaica. In Harlem there were 
Negro newspapers, Negro magazines and Negro political parties. 
In Harlem there was Marcus Garvey and his international conven¬ 
tions. In Harlem were the people, and the Negro writer was 
turning more and more to the people in his search for himself 
as a man, artist, and scholar. To interpret himself was to 
interpret his people. This réévaluation of the race led the 
black intellectual to search for a fuller, more positive histo¬ 
rical identity than the historical image rendered him by the 
brief shame-tinged history of American slavery. Garvey had 
one program for black reconstruction, but, for the most part, 
the black thinker was not attracted by "Garveyism." Though 
their motives often bear a strong resemblance to Garvey's, 
most of the black intellectuals shunned the colorful, bom¬ 
bastic, parading Marcus Garvey. Their link with the people, 
20 
their racial search for self, found expression in a literary- 
mode. 
Ante-dating and leading into the Harlem Renaissance 
were some cultural and literary events which complemented the 
social and historical movements affecting black interest in 
Africa. The new interest in African art was important in 
abetting the Negro's interest and pride in his African heri¬ 
tage. The entire western art world had its attention seized 
by the rediscovery of African art. In about 1900 Benin art 
treasures, especially works in ivory and intricate castings 
in bronze, had been displayed in Britain. The Paris collec¬ 
tion of African art and the Brussels Exposition of African 
masks and sculpture (1897) also drew interest from all parts 
of the world, while in America Albert Barnes was forming a 
collection of his own which was to be one of the largest and 
most famous in the world. 
The rehabilitation of Africa was pursued in other 
quarters also. W.E.B. DuBois, for example, was indefatigable 
in his efforts to redeem both the Negro's American and Afri¬ 
can pasts. His The Souls of Black Folk (1903) was a seminal 
study which inspired countless Negroes to rethink and re-eval¬ 
uate their heritage. About the impact of this most famous of 
DuBois' works, Claude McKay says, "The book shook me like an 
earthquake."1 His experience was not unique. In 1915 DuBois 
published The Negro, a derivative study reaffirming that 
^A Long Way From Home, p. 110. 
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civilization began in Africa and that Africa was the home of 
ancient glorious kingdoms and highly developed cultures. Al¬ 
though his book is historical and sociological in intent and 
content, its tone is highly laudatory, and at times his racial 
pride turns him to poetry. Describing an ancient African 
queen he quotes the lines: "That starr'd Ethiop queen that 
strove/ To set her beauty's praise above the sea nymphs."1 
DuBois' interest in Africa and in racial unity was further 
affirmed by his dedicated efforts in behalf of Pan-Africanism. 
Regarding the Pan-African Movement, he says (more hopefully 
than realistically): 
Already the more far-seeing Negroes sense the coming 
unities: ...a unity of colored races, a new unity of 
men.... A belief in humanity means a belief in the 
colored man.... The Negro race is at once the strongest 
and the gentlest of races.... Sempre novi quid ex 
Africa!2 
Both before and during the period of the Harlem 
Renaissance Carter Woodson's efforts to reconstruct the Negro's 
past in consonance with historical fact were, like DuBois', 
prodigious. In 1916 he founded the "Association for the 
Study of Negro Life and History." The Association's publica¬ 
tion, The Journal of Negro History, reported valuable and 
needed scientific, historical, and sociological studies of the 
Negro race. In a tribute, Jean Wagner, noted French authority 
in Afro-American literature, gives thanks to men like Woodson 
who saw to it that one could no longer sanction teaching the 
^The Negro (New York: H. Holt and Co., 1915), p. 46. 
Ibid., 241-42. 
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young that Africa is known for "its scorching climate, its 
vast deserts, and the degraded character of its people,"1 In 
1926, due to Woodson's efforts, the yearly observance of Negro 
History Week was established in the United States. 
Worthy of mention as a work highly influential in 
further charging the black intellectual climate with enthusiasm 
for Africa was Batouala, a novel about colonialized African 
tribes in the French Congo which were salvaging what they could 
of their own culture against the pitiless onslaught of colonial 
despotism. The author, Ren® Maran, was a black man who had served 
in the French colonial government in Africa. He wrote as a pref¬ 
ace an impassioned plea to the French for redress of the wrongs 
perpetrated upon African culture and African peoples in the 
name of progress and civilization. He cries condemnations 
Civilization, Civilization, pride of the Europeans and 
charnel house of innocents...at the sight of you, gushing 
tears, shrieks of agony.... You are not a torch, you are 
a conflagration...2 
The book received very wide attention in American black litè» 
rary circles. It led Countee Cullen to write the primiti- 
vistic poem "The Dance of Love"^ which he subtitled "After 
■ 4 
Reading Rene1 Maran's Batouala. " Langston Hughes also was 
^■Sidney Morse, A System of Geography for the Use of 
Schools (New Yorks Harper and BroTKers, 1U55), cited by Jean 
Wagner in Les Poetes Negres des Etats-Unis_(Pariss Istra, 1963), 
p. 171. 
RenS Maran, Batouala (New Yorks Thomas Seltzer, 
1922), pp. 9-10. 
-^Opportunity, April, 1923, p. 30. 
4 
Maran's influence on Countee Cullen's African themes 
is discussed by Bertram Woodruff in "Hhe Poetic Philosophy of 
Countee Cullen," Phylon, I (19^0), 213-223. 
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impressed by Maran's novel, and he reports in I Wonder as I 
Wander that he was especially privileged to meet René Maran 
among other famous writers in Paris. Important as it was for 
its poignant exposé of the decimations of colonial rule, Ba- 
touala also abetted the tendency to exalt the primitive life 
as the life most in harmony with nature, most free of modern 
neuroses, and most romantic and exciting. Its impressionistic 
pages teem with lush and exotic description. For examples 
The wind was laden with the persistent smell of warm 
earth, trees, and heavy vegetation, the miasma from 
the small lakes, the spicy aroma of the wild mint. 
It was a riot of vegetation. The birds called in 
bewildered rapture.^- 
During the Harlem Renaissance a special boon to 
black writers were two Negro periodicals, Crisis (an N.A.A.C.P. 
publication) and Opportunity (an Urban League publication). 
Both Crisis and Opportunity showed remarkable interest in 
young Negro literary artists. Many Renaissance poets, for 
example, first appeared in one or the other of these periodi¬ 
cals before going on to publish their own collections. Often 
it was through their connection with these publications that 
they were able to find interested publishers for their works 
or affluent patrons to help finance their literary careers. 
Many other poets enjoyed publication only because these 
Negro magazines would accept their poetry. These black jour¬ 
nals, then, contributed to that magnetism which drew intel¬ 
lectuals and artists to Harlem. Besides offering them a 
■^Maran, Batouala, p. 40. 
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publishing outlet, Crisis and Opportunity shared with these 
intellectuals similar interests. Both magazines riveted their 
attention on the Negro's life and history, highlighting both 
his achievements and the hardships he suffered in a racist 
society. The magazines also stressed both contemporary events 
in Africa and the legacies of past African cultures. In May 
of 1924 and 1926, for example, Opportunity devoted special 
issues to African art. Primitive art, these issues pointed 
out, had revitalized all European art. Alain Locke, contribu¬ 
tor to the 1924 issue, predicted that Negro American art, 
music, and poetry especially would feel the impact of the 
primitive art of Africa: 
If by nothing more mystical than the sense of being 
ethnically related, some of us will feel its influ¬ 
ence at least as keenly as those who have already 
recognized it. There is nothing more galvanizing 
than the sense of a cultural past.l 
The grand rebuilding of the Negro past involved, 
naturally, the correction of many distorted views. The "old" 
Africa, libelled and hated, needed the new historians, socio¬ 
logists, archaeologists, and poets. The Negro took special 
personal interest in restoring Africa, for in such a resto¬ 
ration he restored himself. Commenting on this reconstruction 
of Africa and what it meant personally for the black man, 
Jean Wagner says, "La definition de soi n'allait pas sans une 
réévaluation du passe."2 Propitiously, events and attitudes— 
both national and international, both black and white— 
lnA Note on African Art," Opportunity, May, 1924, 
p. 138. 
2 
Wagner, Les Poetes Negres des Etats-Unis, p. 1?2. 
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converged to create a climate favorable to such digging in the 
past for old glories and new directions. Many a Negro poet of 
the Harlem Renaissance became a most fervent archaeologist in 
his exploitation of Africa for poetic themes. Artists allied 
themselves in the quest for a new image of the African past. 
One poet writes the following in dedication to Countee Cullen» 
We who have struggled together 
Shall labor together soon, 
Weaving a fabric sky, 
And guilding a tinsel moon. 
Our rivers are clear with water, 
But soon they shall rise in flood... 
Dark with your jungle passion, 
Red with your savage blood 
And there is Claude McKay's magnificent threats 
Through the pregnant universe rumbles life's 
terrific thunder, 
And earth's bowels quake with terror, strange 
and terrible storms break, 
  •••••••«#••••••••• 2 
Africa, long ages sleeping, 0 my Motherland, awake'. 
The Harlem Renaissance poets were trying to liberate them¬ 
selves, after three centuries of the American experience, from 
a kind of cultural prison. Some looked to Africa's pre¬ 
colonial past for inspiration; others put more faith in the 
prospect of a future, rejuvenated, black Africa which would 
fulfill her ancient promise and spread her culture and comfort 
to expatriate black men all over the world. 
Helene Margaret, "Tinsel Moon," Opportunity, Sep¬ 
tember, 1929, p. 272. 
2 
"Exhortation» Summer, 1919," Harlem Shadows (New 
York» Harcourt Brace, 1922), p. 49. 
CHAPTER II 
AFRICA: A ROMANTIC THEME 
Romantic-Naturalism and the African motif.— Alfred 
Kazin describes the Lost Generation artists as isolated and 
alienated by their own sense of artistic mission. In the 
get-rich-quick, brash American culture they were alone in 
their isolation and famous for it. Detached from their native 
traditions, "they became specialists in anguish.... The world 
was a ruins for them."1 In literature they sought new direc¬ 
tions. An alternative to making an art of inward-turning and 
private psychological dissection was to seek some other life, 
some new source of traditions with whose blood they could re¬ 
infuse both the artist and the society and so reverse the 
dreaded progression of man to mechanism. What was called for 
was a brand of naturalism which could perform an almost reli¬ 
gious, revivalistic function. In the exaltation of the sup¬ 
posed primitivism of the Negro, some discovered the natura¬ 
lism they sought. The primitive extolled by both black and white 
writers was often ambiguously presented and, thus, demands 
some clarification here. In some of the poetry it suggested 
the simple life, lived close to nature, rooted in spontaneous 
1Kazin, On Native Grounds, p. 241. 
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and instinctual behavior, and free from the dehumanizing com¬ 
plexities of western, urbanized, industrialized societies. 
This "natural" living did not preclude civilization. It was, 
instead, a civilization built in consonance with man's need 
for the wholeness of mind and body and with his need for in¬ 
timacy with nature. It was a civilization opposed to the 
mechanical and fragmenting civilizations of the western world 
that ancient African cultures offered. Just as often, however, 
the primitive was presented as a value opposed to the "civi¬ 
lized." Civilization, stigmatized as "unnatural," became the 
direct opposite of the natural and primitive life. Langston 
Hughes, for example, complains that since the black man has 
been snatched from his jungles, he is "caged" in "the circus 
1 2 
of civilization." In Marie Alexander's "My Soul" there is 
a similar sense of civilization as the repression of the 
naturals 
My outward self is prim and staid, 
I bow to each conventional rule, 
But deep within there burns a fire 
That civilization cannot cool. 
Such a life, presented as untouched by civilization, usually 
suggested mythical primal origins where man and beast inhabited 
the earth in joy and innocent abandon in no need of the social 
structuring of civilization. In many poems this was the only 
true "natural" condition, and it was a favorite of black poets 
^"Lament for Dark Peoples," The Weary Blues (New 
Yorks Alfred A. Knopf, 1926), p. 100. 
2 
Negro Voices, ed. by Beatrice M. Murphy (New Yorks 
Henry Harrison, poetry Publisher, 1938), p. 39. 
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who saw the black man as the first man,—as the only being 
having truly experienced prelapserian bliss. 
Those writers in search of a revitalizing naturalism 
who looked backward to older and remoter ways of life—to 
agrarian, pre-industrial, and "pre-civilized" times, for 
example—were inclined toward a new romanticism. Often they 
employed the current techniques of the imagists and achieved 
exotic visual effects which enhanced the romanticism of their 
works. In "Dark Dream"'*' Clara Stillman, a black poet, glorifies 
the primitive life (when she was "close to the earth") using 
both the techniques of the romantics and the imagists. There 
is the romantic elusiveness of a lost but intuited past. She 
is "on the track of an old, strange loveliness." Her imagis- 
tic approach heightens the exoticism: 
There speech is music, 
There dark eyes shine 
Like velvet petals 
In a golden wine. 
A white poet exhibits the dual approach of Romantic-Naturalism 
in a poem which portrays the Negro as totally untouched by ci¬ 
vilization (i.e. "natural") and at the same time divine. He 
is both god and animals 
I want to sing Harlem on an ebony flute 
While tap drums ruffle to a crash and blare, 
With clear note 
From a sylvan throat, 
Of a clarinet of a clarinet! 
God and brute, 2 
Black god and brute^ 
1Crisis, April, 1923» p. 266. 
2tyilliam Rose Benet, "The Ebony Flute," Opportunity, 
August, 1926, p. 260. * 
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It is helpful here to distinguish between naturalism 
as technique and naturalism as tenor. The naturalism in the 
poetry concerned with Africa and African primitivism took two 
forms. As an extension of realism it became a stylistic device 
which was far more prevalent in the novels of the era than it 
was in the poetry. In poetry, it sometimes controlled diction 
and subject as in Claude McKay's "Harlem Dancer."1 2 In the poem 
a black, graceful, half-naked, cabaret dancing-girl is bru¬ 
tally pitted against a background of "wine-flushed bold-eyed 
boys" and laughing painted "prostitutes." Langston Hughes used 
a more naturalistic technique in one of his poems to a dancing 
girl. Note especially the diction and the jazz rhythms: 
Hear dat music... 
Jungle night. 
Hear dat music... 
And the moon was white. 
Sing your Blues song, 
Pretty baby, 
You want lovin' 
And you don't mean maybe. 
Jungle lover... 
Night black boy... 
Two against the moon,2 
And the moon was joy. 
As tenor, however, naturalism was far more than an 
extension of the techniques of realism. Indeed, a.s "Dark 
Dream" indicates, it could ignore those techniques entirely 
in favor of an imagistic style. Naturalism was a philosophy 
1Harlem Shadows, p. 42. 
2 
Langston Hughes, "To Midnight Nan at Leroy's," The 
Weary Blues, p. 30. 
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which extolled the "natural" over the artificial or mechanical, 
the spontaneous over the premeditated, the emotions over the 
mind, the instinctual over the rational. This kind of natu¬ 
ralism was neither philosophic materialism nor literary rea¬ 
lism. It arose out of the desire to find in the natural 
supernatural virtues, elemental relationships, and essential 
truths. The brand of naturalism in the Africa poems of the 
Harlem Renaissance usually equated the "natural" with the 
"primitive." This kind of naturalism was distinctly romantic 
in its nostalgic backward turning to a more golden age. Often 
there was a dream-like quality to the poetry. In "Dark Dream," 
for example, a dreamy quality makes up the entire tonal fabric 
of the poem. 
Romantic-Naturalism is a very convenient descriptive 
label for much of the Harlem Renaissance poetry concerned with 
Africa. Although American literature of the twenties is noted 
for its realism and its experimentation, the Africa of the 
poets, for the most part, was presented in the more familiar 
romantic mold. This departure from realism is not surprising 
in view of the fact that the Africa rediscovered by artists 
and archaeologists excited the romantic temperament and that 
much of the poetry written about Africa was motivated by the 
desire to escape a racist and mechanized culture. 
Before examining specifically the works of Negro 
poets, some interesting general comments may be made con¬ 
trasting the black and white use of the Africa and primitivism 
themes. The romantic approach and the specific type of 
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naturalism led the white writer to an impasse which the black ar¬ 
tist seemed to avoid. Because the natural was the "primitive," 
the "primitive" the "black," and the "black" the "African," the 
white writer was barred, because of his color, from participating 
in that "nature" he longed after. Being white, he was forever 
alien. Having ostensibly discovered a solution for modern man, 
he was unable to understand it fully or to use it for himself. 
His intuitions about the primitive life—about Africa, the 
"cradle" of life—were imperfect perceptions rooted in the race 
of the perceiver. They remained distant and ungraspable. As 
in Carl Sandburg's "The Singing Nigger" (see Chapter I), there 
is in "The Ebony Flute" a futility arising from the writers alie¬ 
nation from his subject, though in both poems the intent appears 
to be the communication of some critical discoveries. Such 
white artists are to be contrasted with both their black 
contemporaries and their older white predecessors of the Nine¬ 
teenth Century. Because of his race the black poet writing 
about Africa claimed a biological and psychological identity 
with the exotic primitive which gave his poetry the added power 
and romanticism which is born of proprietary exclusivity. The 
older romantics also achieved a unity of poet and subject 
through the exercise of the highly sensitive poetic imagination 
which produced the psychic leaps necessary for this kind of 
unity. Thus, Keats could peck with the birds among the gravel, 
and Wordsworth's enraptured heart could dance with the daffodils. 
Whether or not there was any "real" unity between the old 
romantics and their subject or between the black poets of the 
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Harlem Renaissance and primitive Africa may be debatable. The 
fact remains, however, that they themselves felt the identifi¬ 
cation, and this confidence made their poetry more convincing 
than the poetry of those who confessed estrangement from their 
own poetic material. 
The black writer struck poetic gold in Africa. As 
Alain Locke suggests, Africa is "naturally" romantic and thus 
serves the romantic imagination well. But, more significantly 
for the Negro poet, there is the fact that the black man 
claimed Africa as his own. This exclusivity added both a tone 
of celebration and exoticism. In African primitivism the 
black poet found a romantic alternative to the modern machine 
age and its spiritual malaise and to a racist culture which 
rejected him. He claimed exclusive insight into the new 
vistas opened to him. He capitalized on "his" Africa. De¬ 
spite the hostility of the new criticism toward romanticism, 
he was able, for a time, to strut and crow—liberated—amid 
the psychically floundering artists of the Lost Generation. 
Criticizing what he feels was outdated and false 
romanticism, one critic says of some early Twentieth Century 
literature : 
...the strain of animism, inheritance from the primi¬ 
tive mind, which persists...in the romantic concept of 
nature cannot stand up to modern criticism. But the 
acute suffering of many earnest souls—a state of mal¬ 
aise which is almost universally manifest in contem¬ 
porary literature—shows how great a loss they have , 
suffered in giving up the inspiring concept of nature. 
1Joseph Warren Beach, The Concept of Nature in Nine¬ 
teenth-Century English Poetry (New York» The MacMillan Company, 
1$36), p. 8. 
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Most black poets writing in the romantic-primitive vein were 
immune to this kind of criticism. They sought not the Nine¬ 
teenth-Century brand of nature which had been battered and 
beaten by modern scientific philosophies. Instead, they 
adopted a pseudo-scientific racialism and called to its sup¬ 
port the findings of the archaeologists, the anthropologists 
of the primitive, the art connoisseurs, and, crucially, the 
ever present mystique of race which had not been dispelled by 
modern science. The atavism so prominent in nearly all the 
black poems on Africa was not a scientifically discredited 
notion (Note the comment of the New York Herald Tribune cited 
in the Introduction), and the black poets, though they were 
criticized,1 felt in no need of apology for capitalizing on 
Africa's romantic value. 
One black poet writes of the ecstasy he enjoys 
united atavistically with nature through his African heritage. 
There is a detectable note of gloating over the white man's 
inability to be so "resurrected:" 
They call me! Oh those never ceasing winds! 
And they have called me through the centuries. 
Wild winds—which whistled through the...jungle— 
I've known the joy of their v/eird melody, 
The fierce, ecstatic tumult... 
And long as those impetuous winds shall blow, 
Though paler men may never feel their surge, 
My songs shall bear their burden. I shall know 
Their fervent, fiery passion, their urge.2 
1The critical literature of the times is replete with 
debates over the validity of the atavism displayed in Negro 
poetry. There is disagreement among both black and white critics. 
2 
George Allen, "The Negro Speaks of Winds," Crisis, 
May, 1929» p. 160. 
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Note in this poem the naturalistic stress upon the life-giving 
effect of the union of man and nature and the romantic quality 
achieved by emphasis upon the strange, the exotic, and the 
heightened sensibility (exclusive to the Negro). The black 
man in the poem is revitalized—his senses are wrought to near 
pain by his oneness with the wind, a wind which comes through 
the centuries from Africa. This unity of man with nature is 
also the source of the poetic muse. The winds speak through 
him. "My songs," says the poet, "shall bear their burden." 
This naturalistic "epiphany" depends upon some very romantic 
contingencies. There is the lure of the past (The winds call 
"through the centuries."), the exotic (The winds "whistled 
through the jungle."), the intensified sensibility (The poet 
feels the "fervent, fiery passion, the ecstatic tumult" of the 
winds.), and the rarity of the experience ("Paler" men are 
barred.). In this poem Allen tried to do what Langston Hughes 
did in "The Negro Speaks of Rivers." Both poets suggest the 
mystic union between the black man and the nature of eons past 
which man first knew and learned from in Africa and which has 
been denied the modern western world. 
Some romantic particulars.—Particularly suited to 
romantic treatment are three aspects of the African construct 
as it appears in the poetry of the Harlem Renaissance. First, 
and most obvious, is the physical setting; second, the human 
behavior fostered in such a setting; and finally, the grandeur 
of a by-gone era, especially, in the case of Africa, the ancient 
regality. The first and second aspects are strong in 
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naturalistic emphasis; the third is more purely romantic, hut 
it also serves the purposes of the historic reconstruction to 
be discussed in Chapter III. 
In romantic descriptions of physical Africa the exo¬ 
tic and primal nature of the land was evoked by repeated em¬ 
phasis on and enlargement of certain particulars. The 
"jungle" was the most popular with the poets. To the romantic 
imagination the jungle was not a menacing, chaotic morass; it 
was nature glorified to her freest, most creative and beauti¬ 
ful self. And this jungle, which usually suggested the entire 
African continent, was the exclusive property of black folk. 
It was a land specially created to nurture the black man. 
Between him and "his" jungle was a primal bond which could not 
be broken though ages intervened and miles separated the two. 
In "Our Land" Langston Hughes sets the beauty of his jungle 
against the drabness of country he lives ins 
We should have a land of trees, thick, tall, 
Bowed with chattering parrots, brilliant, 
Not this land with birds gray.l 
Obviously the persona of the poem heightens the romantic effect. 
"We" is used restrictively to refer only to Negroes. Because 
the persona is black, he achieves an identity with the sub¬ 
ject which is denied all other races. To assume that the white 
man has a similar bond with his native land is a justifiaule 
assumption. But, unfortunately for the white man, his land is 
"cold." The nature of the white world is faulty and dull: 
1The Weary Blues, p. 99. 
2 
Color (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1925), p. 36. 
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his birds are "gray." 
The imagery of the lush jungle of Countee Cullen's 
"Heritage" has no rival in the poetry of the period. His 
jungle has its own stars, "jungle stars," which are more bril¬ 
liant than ordinary stars. It is perfumed by spicy cinnamon 
groves. Brilliantly colored birds sing in wild abandon, 
urging massive herds of elephants to trample the grass wnere 
"young forest lovers lie/ plighting their troth beneath the 
sky." There are silver snakes, bats circling in night air, and 
cats "crouching in the river reeds." In this highly romantic 
vision there is no nature "red in tooth and claw," no "sur¬ 
vival of the fittest." Everyone prospers! Jungle lovers and 
wild herds of elephants, "juggernauts of flesh," live in sym¬ 
biotic bliss. 
Like "Our Land," Cullen's "Heritage" stresses the 
peculiarly black nature of the mythic jungle. Although the 
poet has never seen Africa—"One three centuries removed from 
scenes his fathers loved"—he could feel it and see it when he 
surrendered to the beat of the jungle within his veins. De¬ 
spite the remove of three-hundred years, some racial, blood- 
kept knowledge of the Motherland stirs him to near distrac¬ 
tions he becomes a "soul gone mad." 
The lush and brilliantly colored jungle of the poets 
was considered especially congenial to love-making. In "The 
Return"1 the mere memory of the jungle is an aphrodisiac. 
^Arna Bontemps, Caroling Dusk, ed. by Countee Cullen 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, I9^y), p. 163. 
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Black lovers in a city apartment recall their ancestral past» 
Darkness brings the jungle to our room... 
Darkness hangs our room with pendulums 
Of vine, and in the gathering gloom, 
Our walls recede into a denseness of 
Surrounding trees. This is a night of love 
This experience of love-making is again uniquely black. It is 
a night "retained from those lost nights our fathers slept/ In 
huts." The male lover evokes the image of his love's radiance 
as she passes barefoot beneath "spice trees" in "jungle tape¬ 
stries." The dreamy vision of the romantic jungle spurs the 
loving. The white reader, shut out from such jungle memories, 
is left in green-eyed wonder. 
In the love poem "To a Brown Girl"1 the jungle again 
suggests a heightened capacity for love and sexual allure. 
In the beloved's charms the jungle shines through, enhancing 
her mystery. Her eyes are like the stars "that blaze in 
jungle skies;" her voice strange "like all the winds/ That 
sing wild jungle lays;" her breast warm "like tropic noons." 
The jungle also served as a symbol of freedom—a 
"natural" unfettered exhuberance of body and spirit. This 
freedom of the jungle is the concern of Helene Johnson's 
p 
"Bottled." in which a young Negro dressed in "trick" clothes 
(yellow gloves, cane, swallow-tail coat) is compared to the 
bottled Sahara sand on display in New York's 135th. Street 
Library. He too is "bottled," repressed, and unnatural. 
■^Edward Silvera, Crisis, December, 1927, p. 337. ("To 
a Brown Girl" won second prize in the Kringwa poetry contest 
in 1927.) 
2 
Caroling Dusk, p. 221. 
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"Somehow," says the poet, "I could see him dancin' in a jungle/ 
...and he wouldn't have on them/ trick clothes.../ He wouldn't 
have on nothin'." Like this boy in "trick clothes," Countee 
Cullen's waiter1 is really out of place in his "civilized" 
role. He has, however, adapted himself more successfully than 
the boy on 135th. Street who invites laughter from the passers- 
by. His deft maneuvers among the crowded tables in a bustling 
restaurant in Atlantic City suggest "10,000 years on jungle 
clues." Despite his adjustment, there is buried in him too 
the suppressed need for jungle freedom: 
Sheer through his acquiescent mask 
Of bland gentility, 
The jungle flames like a copper cask 
Set where the sun strikes free. 
Another favorite particular of the exotic African 
image was the tom-tom. It, like the jungle, was "black" and 
alien to the civilized West. It suggested an exclusive and 
compelling language, a code for Negroes only. The tom-tom is 
an apt symbol. To the western enslaver, the African drums were 
to be feared, because they spoke of the past and freedom. To 
silence the drums was to aid in the division and enslavement 
of the Negro. American slaveholders destroyed the drums. 
Their West Indian counterparts were more generous. They kept 
African informers to watch over the few religious ceremonies 
where the drums were allowed. The poets of the Renaissance, 
sensitive to the drums' historic meaning, recognized their 
symbolic value for poetry. The tom-tom meant freedom, mystery, 
 1  
"Atlantic City Waiter," Color, p. 10. 
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and a pagan religious past when man and nature were one. In 
Countee Cullen's "Shroud of Color"1 only the tom-toms beating 
in the blood keeps the despairing black man from wishing death» 
...a note 
Of jungles, primitive and subtle, throbbed 
Against my breast, and tom-toms sobbed 
In every pulse beat of my frame, The din 
A hollow log bound with a python's skin 
Can make wrought every nerve to ecstasy, 
And I was wind and sky again, and sea 
And all sweet things that flourish being free. 
The tom-tom is the catalyst which causes the metempsychosis of 
man with nature ("And I was wind and sky again, and sea"). 
Truly the fulfillment of the romantic dreamÎ The poem ends 
with the black man's avowal of life. Although God, in trying 
to reawaken his desire to live, has shown him all of nature in 
the fight for life, from the minutest plant and insect to God 
himself struggling against the revolting angels, he is not at 
all convinced until the tom-toms pulse within him. Then only 
does he feel the compulsion to live. The drums beat into him 
a vision which is uniquely black. In the black man's history 
he sees a struggle and forbearance unequalled even by the 
power of God. He ends by saying, "Lord, I will live persuaded 
by my own." 
The secret language of the drums heard and decoded 
atavistically in the blood of the black man is the subject of 
Cecil Patrick's "Tom-Toms."2 Like Cullen, Patrick suggests 
the supernatural, all-knowing power of the drums. They recall 
the past, and in Patrick's poem they beat out a vaguely ominous 
1Color, p. 26. 
2Opportunity, July, 1931, p. 21. 
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omen for the future. The highly romantic and mystical power 
of the ancient drums gives a haunting quality to the poem. 
The tom-toms tell a story as they beat persistently throughout 
the poem. Each stanza represents a step in the progression of 
the black race. First, lovely Arida, a chieftan's daughter, 
enjoys her marriage feast where she is joined with her jungle 
lover. It is an occasion for celebration in the jungle. 
Happy celebrants come from everywhere. Then the joy is cut 
short. The enslavers arrive and devastate the tribe. Arida 
is raped and falls from natural purity. The stanza ends with 
the line "Tom-toms." The poem progresses to the present and 
Naomis 
1927—in the black belt—Nigger Heaven, 
Naomi educated...dancing...jazzing, 
Tom-toms... 
Then history repeats itself, and the "white pleasure seekers" 
intrude. They— 
Drank and danced with brown Naomi, 
Left her later—devastated. 
Tom-toms. 
1 2 
In Langston Hughes’ "Poem" and "Danse Africaine" the 
tom-toms also beat insistently. In the former, the drum beats 
throb in a Gauguin-like portrait of an African boy as he fearful¬ 
ly faces a civilization introduced to him by the missionaries, a 
civilization "so hard, so strong, so cold." In this poem the 
drums again suggest a union with the natural, and they are set 
in opposition to "civilization." In the latter poem the slow 
^The Weary Blues, p. 102. 
2Ibid., p. 105. 
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beating of the tom-toms stirs the blood of a "night-veiled girl" 




Stirs your blood, 
DanceÏ 
Under the spell of the tom-toms, the dancer becomes an instru¬ 
ment of nature. She— 
Whirls softly...slowly 
Like a wisk of smoke around the fire. 
The mystic power of the tom-toms to unite man with 
nature is found again in Mae Cowdery's "Longings:"1 
To dance 
In the light of the moon 
To dream 
Neath the bamboo tree 
On the sable breast 
Of earth— 
And listen to the wind. 
To croon 
Weird sweet melodies 
Round the cabin door 
And from out of the shade 
Hear the tom-toms 
Resonant through the years. 
The unison of man and nature (and, thus, freedom) 
was to the Harlem Renaissance poets an exclusive gift to the 
black man. The tom-toms as well as the jungle "belonged" to 
him. Helene Johnson states this possessiveness with lightness 
and candor: 
1We Lift Our Voices (Philadelphia: ALpress, 1936). 
("Longings"-waS-tïïe-T927 Kbingwa Prize poem.) 
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Listen to me, will you, what do I know 
About tom-toms? But I like the word, sort of, 
Don't you? It belongs to us.l 
The poets' romanticizing of Africa’s physical set¬ 
ting stressed particulars of the African scene other than the 
jungle and the tom-tom. Especially evident is their emphasis 
on the waters of Africa, the rivers and the rains, and on 
African nights, cool and moonlit. The rains and rivers in the 
Harlem Renaissance Africa poems, like the tom-tom, suggest the 
primal bond of the Negro with things natural. The poets uti¬ 
lized the mythic suggestions of water, its association with 
life's origin and its symbolic suggestion of spiritual clean¬ 
sing and baptism. The original man was black. He lived in¬ 
timately with the earth, the rains, the rivers. From them he 
gained instinctual insight into the primal meaning of life. 
He became privy to nature's "intent." According to the ratio¬ 
nale of the Africa poets, his spirit and body flourished 
according to a natural, apparently divine, plan,—a plan eter¬ 
nally lost to modern white civilization but retained atavis- 
tically in the black man wherever he might abide. No poem is 
more effective in elaborating this theme than Langston Hughes' 
"The Negro Speaks of Rivers:"2 
I've known riversi 
I've known rivers ancient as the world and older 
Than the flow of blood in human veins. 
My soul has grown deep like the rivers. 
Helene Johnson, "Poem," Caroling Dusk, p. 128. 
2The Weary Blues, p. 51. ("The Negro Speaks of Rivers" 
was first printed m Crisis, June, 1921, p. 71.) 
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In the imitative poem "Dark Waters”1 another poet shares 
Langston Hughes' sentiments. However, in"Dark Waters" the 
mood is more somber because the atavistically experienced 
waters recall to the poet his present alienation from his true 
and natural home in Africa. It begins— 
Dark waters trouble my soul... 
And it ends— 
My heart attunes its springs 
To vibrate to its rhythm, 
Life shows its power stark 
And primitive, and so I am deprest 
By waters dark. 
The rains of Africa are baptismal. They wash away 
years of "civilization" (usually considered evil in romantic 
poems) and of alienation from the naturally free condition of 
man. They restore the soul and the sense. They call the black 
man back—away from his civilized hell to nature and joy. Thus, 
a son to father: 
Why should he deem it pure mischance 
A son of his is fain 
To do a naked tribal dance 2 
Each time he hears the rain? 
And, a father to son: 
And you could not linger 
Even a moment beside me 
When it thundered— 
Because you had to run naked 
In the night when it rained!3 
1Marion Green Scott, Crisis, August, 1929, p. 268. 
2 
Countee Cullen, "Fruit of the Flower," Color, p. 24. 
^Willard Johnson, "To a Brown Boy," Opportunity, 
April, 1926, p. 118. 
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Rain and love were very closely connected in the 
poetry of the period. By reviving both the soul and the sense, 
the rains purified both for the experience of a love which was 
at once spiritually pure and physically robust. For example, 
in one poem Countee Cullen laments the years of separation 
from the Motherland, the years of bondage and pain, but 
recalls that— 
...long before the pain 
We found a place where quiet water runs ; 
I held your hand this way upon a hill, -, 
And felt my heart forbear, my pulse grow still. 
2 
In Mae Cowdery's "Rainy Season Love Song" rain and the ex¬ 
perience of love merge. The thunder rolls passionately and 
the rain "caresses" the flowers; the lovers reinact the lesson 
of the rain and the thunder. There is a complete oneness of 
the human experience and the events of nature. 
Romantic Africa was usually nocturnal Africa. By 
using nocturnal imagery, the Harlem Renaissance poets evoked 
the vague, the mysterious, and the dream-like. They also 
sharpened the escapist quality of their poetry. And, not to 
be ignored, they stressed the positive symbolic value of 
blackness. In "The Return"-^ the tone is markedly dreamy. The 
repeated invocation "Let us go back" produces an hypnotic ef¬ 
fect, and the shadowy imagery ("Darkness hangs our room with 
lNBrown Boy to Brown Girl," Opportunity, September. 
1924, p. 276. 
2 
Caroling Dusk, p. 198. 
-^Arna Bontemps, Caroling Dusk, p. 163. 
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pendulums of vine") provides a highly romantic, intoxicating 
vagueness. The African darkness is used evocatively to rea¬ 
waken in modern lovers a sense of the mystery of primal romance 
and sensuality: 
Let us go back into the dusk again, 
Slow and sad-like following the track 
Of blowing leaves and cool white rain, 
Into the gray old dream, let us go back. 
The imagery of darkness served the romantic escapism 
of the poets. Although sunlit Africa was beautiful to them and 
did receive their praise, nocturnal Africa better expressed 
their longing to get away from the racist society into which 
they were born. Night became a substitute for sleep and an 
exorcist of the evils of everyday working life. It reduced the 
harsh outlines of reality. "In a cold white land," says Clara 
1 2 
Stillman, "I dream of warmth and darkness." In "Outcast" 
Claude McKay too seeks the comfort of the dark. He longs for 
the "dim regions" of his ancestors. His spirit aches for a 
reprieve from the "ghost" life he lives in a white world. His 
poem concludes with the plaintive words, "I would go back to 
darkness and to peace." 
The stress on nocturnal Africa did more than inten¬ 
sify her mystery and suggest possibilities for escape and 
refuge. Africa of the night was Africa at her blackest and 
most beautiful. By emphasizing the beauty of tropic nights, 
the poets were also stressing the beauty of blackness. In 
this manner they were transforming the negative association 
1"Dark Dream,” Crisis, April, 1923, p. 266. 
p 
Harlem Shadows, p. 45. 
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with darkness. Africa, the dark, beautiful land, was con¬ 
trasted with "cold," white America as a dark lovely woman 
would be contrasted with an ugly, frigid, white one. Imagis- 
tic techniques were extremely effective in suggesting the 
beauty of nocturnal Africa. Almost invariably the jungle 
moon or jungle stars were part of the composite image, pro¬ 
viding with the blackness an artful interplay of light and 
darkness. 
To dance 
In the light of the moon 
A platinum moon 
Poised like a dagger , 
On the velvet darkness of the night, 
and: 
I want to see lithe Negro girls, 
Etched dark against the sky 
I want to hear the silent sands 
Singing to the moon.2 
The most explicit statement in the poetry of the Harlem Renais¬ 
sance on the identity of the black man and the blackness of 
the African night is Langston Hughes' "Dream Variation."^ The 
poet yearns to dance and whirl the "white day" away in a tropic 
land until the lovely night comes to him and they become one. 
Their union suggests the union of lovers. After dancing free¬ 
ly in the sun, he will— 
...rest at cool evening 
Beneath a tall tree, 
While night comes on gently, 
1Mae V. Cowdery, "Longings." 
o 
Gwendolyn Bennett, "Heritage," Opportunity, Decem¬ 
ber, 1923, p. 371. 
~^The Weary Blues, p. 43. 
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Dark like me— 
This is my dream. 
The romance of physical Africa with its mythic jun¬ 
gles and tom-toms was heightened for the poets by the unique 
forms of human behavior which they felt they could attribute 
to the ancient land. Africa was for them the land of the 
noble savage par excellence, although none of the poets ever 
used that particular descriptive term in referring to the he¬ 
roic primitives which peopled their poems. To them the primi¬ 
tive African was brave and hardy (the "stronge bronze men" of 
Cullen's "Heritage"), sexually virile, yet pure, unconscious 
of sin, and spontaneously joyous and sensual. He was a "free 
and wild being who draws directly from Nature virtues which 
raise doubts as to the value of civilization."'1' To Langston 
Hughes, for example, the primitive mind was one free from con¬ 
tradictions and closer to the truth. Reflecting on his ex¬ 
periences with the folk in Africa, he says: 
There are no books...the barrier between words and 
reality is not so great...the earth is right under 
their feet...the stars never far.... The strength 
of the surest dream is the strength of the primi¬ 
tive world.,.. By this I (mean3 where life is simple, 
truth and reality are one.2 
The poetry of the Renaissance writers was preoccupied 
with the noble qualities of the primitive African. In her poem 
3 
"My Soul" Marie Alexander decries the laws of her society 
^oxie Neale Fairchild, The Noble Savage (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1928), p. 2. 
2The Big Sea, p. 331. 
3 
^Negro Voices, p. 39. 
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which repress natural and vigorous sexuality, and she suggests 
that this repression is a white phenomenon. Because her skin 
is "passing fair," she is compelled to act white ("prim and 
staid"). She bows to each "conventional rule." Inwardly, 
however, she longs for tropical nights, the "beat of tom-toms," 
and the arms and lips of a black lover. This sexual vigor 
associated with blackness recalls Countee Cullen's "jungle 
lovers" of "Heritage" and Arna Bontemps' lovers in "The Re¬ 
turn" who relive primitive days to fully enjoy their love- 
making . 
Primitive sexuality is vigorous and joyous, never 
sordid. "Civilization," however, has perverted this purity. 
Langston Hughes' African dancer1 
...has a lover far away 
In some palm covered street, 
And more than any other thing 
To her his lips are sweet. 
But in Paris where she has come to dance for money, she bar¬ 
ters her "cheaply perfumed love." Her natural purity dies, at 
least temporarily, in the "cynical and cold" civilized world. 
In most of the Harlem Renaissance poems concerned with civi¬ 
lization's perversion of the natural purity of the primitive 
there is the implication that purity could be restored if the 
misplaced Negro were returned to the Motherland. 
p 
Hughes' "Nude Young Dancer" is similar to "African 
Dancer in Paris." In the poem he is musing on the "midnight 
1"African Dancer in Paris," The Carolina Magazine, 
58, VII (May, 1926), p. 58.    
2The Weary Blues, p. 33* 
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dancer of the jazzy hour" and imagines "the great forest" 
hanging its perfume "like a sweet veil" about her "bower." In 
her past is her purity. "To what clean boy," he asks, "have 
you offered your lips?" (underlining mine.) 
"Civilization" also harms the capacity for spon¬ 
taneous joy. For the anxiety and tensions that are contin¬ 
gencies of civilized life, Claude McKay finds a balm in the 
"dim unknown land of massive forest tree." This is a land 
where men live simply, "remote from this harsh life of fretful 
* 
nights and days."1 Like McKay, Hughes also seeks the release 
of the Negro's latent capacity for joy in a land far from 
"civilized" America. He yearns for Africa: 
Ah, we should have a land of joy 
Not this land where joy is wrong. 
2 
Oh, sweet, away! 
In yet another poem, a young African native is warned against 
the missionaries who have come not to give him a better life, 
but to rob him of his feeling of communion with nature, of his 
blood-felt appreciation of natural beauty, of his spontaneous 
expressions of feeling in dance: 
Do not let him lure you from laughing waters 
Lulling lakes, lissome winds. 
Would you sell the colors of your sunset and 
the fragrance 
Of your flowers, and the passionate wonder of 
your forest _ 
For a creed that will not let you dance?-5 
1"0n a Primitive Canoe," Harlem Shadows, p. 36. 
2"Our Land," The Weary Blues, p. 99. 
^Helene Johnson, "Magalu," Caroling Dusk, p. 157. 
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A third preoccupation in the poetry exploiting 
Africa's romantic appeal was the interest in past glory, es¬ 
pecially in the regality of the African past. Ancient glories 
provided good romantic raw material while, at the same time, 
they offered the poet an opportunity to express racial pride. 
In many poems written during the Renaissance the great king¬ 
doms of the African past were romantically, often cryptically, 
alluded to. Gwendolyn Bennett, for example, sees "something 
of old forgotten queens"1 in the lithesome walk of a young 
Negro girl on a city street. Langston Hughes' Susanna Jones 
is transformed when she dresses in reds 
A queen from some time-dead Egyptian night 
Walks once again.2 
Randolph Edmonds buries his hints of Africa's ancient regality 
in a dream evoked by the sight of a lovely dark brown girls 
You make me dream 
Sweet dreams 
Of jungle queens 
Who lured their ebony lords to love 
In moonlit Africa ~ 
When the world was in its infancy. 
There are poems with more direct reference to the 
past glory and regality of the Motherland. In "Bringing Egypt 
4 Beauty" Harry Potamkin, a Crisis poet, offers a long catalog 
of glories which constitute his tribute to the black heritage. 
1,1 To a Dark Girl," Caroling Dusk, p. 157. 
^"When Sue Wears Red," The Weary Blues, p. 66. 
^"Brown Girl," Negro Voices, p. 55» 
4 
Crisis, August, 1927, p. 191. 
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He lists the art treasures, "benisons from Benin," the might 
of "chieftans whose enterprise was glory," and majestic 
"black warriors" bearing "concepts from the Congo;"—all of 
these treasures filtered into Egypt, "bringing Egypt beauty." 
There is no more romantic a manifesto of African 
glory than Marcus Garvey's "The Black Woman"'1' which, reitera¬ 
ting the aims of "Garveyism," promises a return of all black 
people to Africa and to glory. What the poem lacks in poetic 
excellence, it compensates in fervor and sincerity. The tri¬ 
bute begins: 
Black queen of beauty, thou hast given color to the world! 
Among other women thou art royal and the fairest! 
Like the brightest of jewels in the regal diadem 
Shin’st thou, Goddess of Africa, Nature's purest emblem! 
The poem ends with a promise: 
Once more we shall, in Africa, fight and conquer for you, 
Restoring the pearly crown that proud Queen Sheba did wear: 
Yea, it may mean blood, it may mean death; but still we shall 
fight, 
Bearing our banners to Vict'ry, men of Afric's might. 
No poet who is moved either by history's brilliant successes 
or by her tragic failures could present these events without 
significantly coloring them with personal attitudes and emo¬ 
tions. The Harlem Renaissance poets and would-be-poets who 
were inspired by the possibility of restoring the abused Mother¬ 
land in order to redeem themselves often, in their fervor, made 
the historic defer to the poetic. 
■^Selections from the Poetic Meditations of Marcus 
Garvey (New York: Amy Jacques Garvey, 1927), pp. 22-23. 
CHAPTER III 
THE AFRICA THEME» BUILDING A POSITIVE HISTORICAL IDENTITY 
Although African history was usually evoked through 
romantically veiled allusions in Harlem Renaissance poetry, it 
was occasionally treated with some directness and definiteness. 
The poets naturally were less drawn to historical documentation 
than to the more lyrical and creative use of African materials, 
but they did recognize the importance of historical reconstruc¬ 
tion in the reshaping of the Negro's image. They were keenly 
sensitive to the fact that the black man in America had always 
lived two lives,—that the greatest underlying tension in the 
black American's experience was the continuing crisis of iden¬ 
tity. His white oppressor had given him a culture and a re¬ 
ligion; yet this culture and religion rejected him, and, more 
often than not, caused him to denigrate and reject himself. 
As a disparaged minority, black Americans had been forced to 
cope with dualism, learning painfully to move back and forth 
in the black and white worlds with a minimum disintegration of 
self-hood. DuBois, light-skinned, suave, and scholarly, felt 
this strain deeply. In The Souls of Black Folk he describes 
his feelings» 
It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, 
this sense of always looking at one's self through the 
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eyes of others, by measuring one's soul by the tape 
of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. 
One ever feels his twoness,—an American, a Negro? 
two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; 
two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged 
strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.1 
2 
In a more romantic mode Dorothy Kruger's "Heritage" echoes 
DuBois' feelings. "My soul is torn in two,” she cries as she 
finds herself unable to accept Christianity. She is haunted 
by atavistic memories. "In an older life" she sees "a god they 
carved from pure black stone," his "long tail aflame with ruby 
fire." 
Like their predecessors, the scholars and artists of 
the Harlem Renaissance were faced with this problem of cultural 
dualism. In their attempts to express their reawakened sense 
of racial pride and solidarity, they sought to mitigate the 
tensions of dualism not by assimilation with white America, but 
by strengthening an identity of singleness based on blackness. 
At least two factors entered into their successful decision to 
emphasize and envigorate the black components of their self- 
image. First, unlike many of their predecessors, they received 
more support from their people, large masses of whom felt dis¬ 
placed in urban ghettoes and in need of a stabilized racial 
image. More enthusiasm came from fellow intellectuals who were 
turning away from the majority culture and toward their own 
historical roots for cultural outlines and values. Second, 
the white American culture, which rejected black Americans, was 
1W.E.B. DuBois, The Souls of Black Folk (Greenwich, 
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1953)» pp. 16-17. 
^Crisis, November, 1928, p. 372. 
Conn.: 
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showing signs of self-denial. Emerging from a psychically de¬ 
structive war, white artists and thinkers were questioning the 
values of western civilization. This was a most propitious 
time for the black man to assert the advantage of his cultural 
heritage. This was a most propitious time for the black man 
to cease trying apologetically to prove how wonderfully Ameri¬ 
can he was. 
There was much rebuilding to do if the black man in¬ 
tended to project an image of worth and greatness. False and 
meretricious stereotypes of the Negro had to be reversed. The 
myth that the Negro was culturally sterile had to be destroyed. 
The black past had to be painstakingly reconstructed if the 
Negro was to walk proudly and assertively in his blackness. 
There were two pasts which concerned the Negro involved in 
this reconstructions his American past and his African past. 
Men like Woodson and DuBois made invaluable contributions to 
the growing body of knowledge of the Negro's American past, 
and writers like James Weldon Johnson, Sterling Brown, and 
Jean Toomer rediscovered in the black American past cultural 
and spiritual values which racist mythology denied. In their 
study of the Negro folk they discovered a "group experience 
deeper than any individuals: here... [was^ beauty that fwas^ 
born out of long suffering, truth...derived from mass emotion 
and founded on collective vision."1 
Regarding the African past, the black intellectual 
1Alain Locke, "Four Negro Poets," The Pamphlet Poet 
Series (New Yorks Simon and Shuster, 1927), Foreword, 
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and artist often had to correct their own false ideas as well 
as the spurious notions abounding in the white mind. They 
allied themselves in this task. Sociologists, archaeologists, 
historians, and artists helped the poets to construct an Afri¬ 
can past which was spiritually clean and fertile and culturally 
superior to western civilization. The "New Negro" poets no 
longer would write of Africa apologetically or in condemnation 
as Phyllis Wheatley had in 1780 when she said: 
'Twas not long since I left 
my native shore— 
The land of errors and 
Egyptian gloom.1 
Claude McKay saw no such blight on the African past. In "Afri- 
2 
ca" he addresses the Motherland m a tone of celebration: 
The sun sought thy dim bed and brought 
forth light; 
The sciences were sucklings at thy breast: 
When all the world was young in pregnant 
night, 
Thy slaves toiled at thy monumental best. 
In the same poem he explains that contemporary colonialized 
Africa is the "harlot" of the "mighty nations." His Africa is 
the diametric opposite of Phyllis Wheatley's. In "On Being 
Brought from Africa" she presents Africa as cleansed by the 
Christian world: McKay sees it defiled by Christianity. She 
says that it was "mercy" that brought her from her pagan land, 
and she admonishes Negroes that though they be "black as Cain," 
an obvious stigma, they yet may be "refined" and "join the 
angelic train" if they adopt the values and religion of the’ 
^"Lines to the Students of Cambridge University" 
2 
Harlem Shadows, p. 35* 
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western cultures. McKay retortss 
The great western world holds me in fee 
And I may never hope for full release, 
While to its alien gods I bend my knee. 
Something in me is lost, forever lost.l 
In ancient African cultures, the Motherland poets 
saw two very appealing values which may appear contradictory, 
but which served them well in their efforts to offer a counter¬ 
model to industrialized western culture. Life in ancient 
Africa was to them both natural and simple and complex and 
glorious. Through industrial and technological progress the 
western world gained materially as it went spiritually defunct. 
In African cultures, however, with the highest technical and 
artistic achievements, there still remained, in the view of 
the poets, the "natural" and spiritually healthy existence. 
"The sciences were sucklings at her breast," boasts McKay in a 
manner suggesting the later tribute of Richard Wrights 
We had our own civilization in Africa before we were 
captured and carried off to this land. We smelted 
iron, danced, made music and folk poems; we sculp¬ 
tured, worked in glass, spun cotton and wool, wove 
baskets and cloth. We invented a medium of exchange, 
mined silver and gold, made pottery and cuttlery... 
we had our own littérature, our own system of law, 
religion, medicine, science, and education.2 
"Bringing Egypt Beauty" (Chapter II) is the poetic version of 
the historic achievements of ancient Africa. Benin art 
treasures become "benisons from Benin," and African philosophies, 
superior to the bankrupt western philosophies, are "concepts 
^"Outcast," Harlein Shadows, p. 45. 
o 
Janheinz Jahn, Muntu (New Ybrk: Grove Press, 
1961), p. 185, quoting Richard Wright. 
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from the Congo" and "Bantu benificence." 
Despite such cultural advancements, Africa remained 
pure, simple, and "natural" in the poetry of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Using the popular mask imagery, Radcliff Lucas 
pleads with modern oppressed Africa to reveal her true self to 
the world s 
Come Africa, 
Remove your mask. 
Let the world see 
The beauty of your simple soul, 
The purity of your inner self— 
Gentle, simple, pure. 
You are beautiful 
Behind your mask.l 
It is difficult to disentangle the historical from 
the romantic or sentimental in the poems which make some at¬ 
tempt at placing Africa in a positive historical perspective. 
In Lucas' poem, romantic and sentimental as it is, there is a 
note often struck by poets concerned with rebuilding African 
history. It is the note of anxiety over the oppression of 
the Motherland by the imperialist nations. Just as the Negroes 
reconstructing a more factual and positive image of Negro life 
and culture in America had to face the blighting spectre of 
slavery, so did the poets who were reshaping the African image 
have to face the discouraging fact of colonialism. In order 
not to make Africa appear defeated by her apparent capitua- 
lation to the imperialist invaders, the poets often stressed 
the inherent and somewhat super-human strength of the African. 
This special fortitude was evidenced by his ability to produce 
1 
"Mask,"," Opportunity, July, 1930, p. 200. 
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varied and extensive cultural achievements long before the 
western world began any civilization at all and by his dogged 
endurance and continued creativity despite the severity and 
cruelty of the oppression of the colonialists. The Harlem 
Renaissance poets suggested that this inner strength of the 
African promised his eventual triumph over his enslavers. The 
poets also stressed the depraved nature of the oppressors as a 
further extenuation of Africa's apparent defeat. But the de¬ 
feat was just apparent, not real. Africa was temporarily en¬ 
slaved by forces so demonic and dehumanized that she needed 
time to regain her old power and glory and throw off the vil¬ 
lainous yoke of colonial oppression. In "Exhortations Summer 
1919,Claude McKay pleads with Africa to fulfill the poten¬ 
tial evidenced by her pasts "Lift your heavy lidded eyes, 
Ethiopia, Awakeî" He foresees a great future in the reawaken¬ 
ing of the past, and he quite accurately predicts the turmoil 
in the newly emerging African nations of later yearss 
The new birth rends the old earth, and the 
very dead are walking. 
Ghosts are turned flesh... 
2 
In "Africa" Lewis Alexander attempts a historical, 
albeit impassioned, outline. He too stresses the viciousness 
of the foreign invaders and the greatness and power of the 
ancient civilizations which cannot be kept down forever. A 
great Africa has fallen under "the spoilers hand," but se¬ 
creted within her is a residual power which will propel her 
^Harlem Shadows, p. 51. 
2Caroling Dusk, p. 123. 
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back into the modern mainstream. He invokes her to "rise" out 
of her "charnel house" and to be her "brilliant self again." 
In these poems McKay and Alexander are not speaking to the 
Africa of the noble savage,—to the land where primal beings 
roam in joy and abandon among jungle trees spangled with 
brightly colored birds. These poems are concerned with a world 
power, first in art, industry, and might. They are concerned 
with the resurrection of a world leader. 
Langston Hughes' historical sense of Africa is less 
chauvinistic and polemical than either McKay's or Alexander's. 
Hughes is always the lyricist. His rehabilitation of African 
history is less obvious, but, as poetry, more compelling. It 
may be argued that his "historical" treatments of the Mother¬ 
land are primarily romantic and belong more properly to the 
discussion in Chapter II. This is an issue which can best be 
resolved by personal preference. Because Hughes offers a 
historical view so different from most of the poets of his 
time who were involved in reconstructing African history, it 
is fitting that he be discussed along with them. In the two 
poems to be considered here, the admixture of the lyric and 
the historic sense is so complete that only for analysis can 
they be separated. 
In "The Negro Speaks of Rivers"1 Hughes extends the 
historic sense beyond specific eras of high African culture. 
He reaches back to man's beginning in time without romanti¬ 
cizing about a black Edenic existence. His historic sense is 
1The Dream Keeper (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1932), 
p. 71. 
6o 
evolutionary. Africa is the primal source of human existence. 
Her rivers are "ancient as the world and older than the flow 
of blood in human veins." In her long evolutionary development 
she has produced a strong and spiritually fathomless race of 
men. When Hughes uses the first person pronoun, he is refer¬ 
ring to all Negroes: 
I've known rivers, 
Ancient dusky rivers— 
My soul has grown deep like rivers. 
Ancient Africans bathed in the Euphrates "when dawns were 
young;" later they raised the pyramids above the Nile; still 
later in history they heard the "singing of the Mississippi" 
in a foreign land. The continuity of black history is suggested 
by Hughes' choice of a present tense form of the verb (I've 
known rivers). There is no end to the historical chronicle 
that began in Africa, the first mother. Such is the endurance 
of the African. Unlike Alexander and McKay, Langston Hughes 
does not see a "charnel house" or a "harlot" when he envisions 
his Africa. He sees instead the enduring and beautiful African. 
In another poem he says; 
I am a Negro 
Black as the Nile is black, -, 
Black like the depths of my Africa. 
Here Africa is a source of strength. In her blackness, the age¬ 
long history, is the depth of the Negro's soul and the power of 
his spirit. Recorded history attests to this. The Caesars he 
serves rise and fall, the pyramids and the "Woolworth" buildings 
■^"The Negro," The Dream Keeper, p. 72. 
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may crumble, but he endures. He endures as an eternal source 
of creation in the world. Others destroys he builds, he 
beautifies : 
I've been a singer 
from Africa to Georgia 
I carried my sorrow songs. 
In this poem, as in "The Negro Speaks of Rivers," the use of a 
present tense form suggests that the African will continue to 
endure. Africa's historical legacy to Langston Hughes is an 
ancient and abiding race whose spiritual evolution surpasses 
all others. Africa is known by her fruit, and in the American 
black folk, his people, he sees proof of some unfathomable 
beauty of soul, which, he concludes, has been eons in creation 
and cannot easily be destroyed. Such was the real gift of the 
historical Africa. 
CHAPTER IV 
AFRICA: DEVELOPING THE THEME OF EXILE AND ALIENATION 
The Renaissance poets' discovery of Africa came not 
as a total blessing. As fertile a theme as it was, its very 
popularity often circumscribed the poet. It did net him val¬ 
uable romantic and historical materials for his verse. It did 
offer him a poetic construct which had a multitude of possi¬ 
bilities for the expression of the exotic and which effectively 
embodied the "New Negro's" renascent race pride. At the same 
time, however, the poets of the Harlem Renaissance, with some 
exceptions, were often deceived by the African mirage. The 
reliance of many of them on the Africa theme to develop the 
broader themes of exile and alienation led to superficial and 
unconvincing treatments of two critical problems: the aliena¬ 
tion of the black man in a white racist American society, and 
the growing sense of alienation of man from man in an increas¬ 
ingly impersonal world. 
The Negro's rejection in white American society was 
a central fact of the American black man's existence, but it 
was often glossed over in the poetry of the Harlem Renaissance 
in facile treatments which explained that the Negro's sense 
of exile,--his "invisibility,"—was rooted in his atavistic 
unity with Africa. This theory implied that America had not 
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rejected him, but that the Negro, urged by a blood-felt "Afri- 
canness," had rejected America. Though he may have been born 
in America and have grown up knowing only America, yet a feel¬ 
ing in the blood assured him that "home" and acceptance were 
elsewhere; i.e., in Africa. This atavistic statement of alie¬ 
nation completely ignored the facts of cultural determinism in 
human development, and it incorrectly explained the American 
racial situation. 
It is important to distinguish between the condition 
of alienation and the resolution of this alienation. The black 
American's exile in his own country is undeniable, and this 
theme, I believe, is one of the most compelling in all of 
American Negro poetry. But to suggest that the alienation can 
be resolved by some atavistic union with Africa, unseen and un¬ 
known in actual experience, is to confound the issue with a 
mystical solution which, albeit interesting, can neither be 
confirmed nor denied unequivocally. It is merely irrelevant. 
It hangs in limbo. Janheinz Jahn comments that the atavistic 
union with Africa sought by many Negro writers of the Harlem 
Renaissance is unconvincing and impossible because of the 
failure to recognize the importance of cultural determinism. 
He contrasts the American Negro, who knows basically one cul¬ 
ture; i.e., the American culture, to the African who knows both 
the African and, through colonialization, the European cultures. 
"Split consciousness and all the problems connected with it," 
he says, "arise not in African writers but in the works of 
those Afro-American writersvho know no conflict of cultures and 
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to whom the freedom of choice is therefore denied...their 
color...is alone reminiscent of their African descent, ...only 
their skins prevent them from being Americans."'1' Although Jahn 
has ignored the reality of a Negro-American sub-culture, he, 
nevertheless, has a relevant appraisal of the inadequacy of 
the American Negro's first-hand knowledge of African culture. 
There is no suggestion here that there is no such 
thing as a "race experience," but that is an experience born 
out of a particular shared cultural condition. The American 
Negro's experience of alienation is a response to his American 
culture. Threading back through the African past, discovering 
Africa's greatness, fosters race pride and a positive feeling 
about origins. This is not, however, an atavistic identifi¬ 
cation. Atavism does not relate to or solve the problem of 
alienation in America, or France, or anywhere. Nor does it of¬ 
fer a convincing explanation of the black man's feelings of 
exile. Surely it is not the beat of tom-toms felt in the blood 
that reminds the Negro that black and white Americans are not 
happy bedfellows. 
Recognizing the flaw in the thinking of many during 
the Renaissance in respect to Africa, Langston Hughes felt the 
need to explain that despite his love for and his appreciation 
of his African heritage, he was not really Africa, but Kansas 
2 
City, Chicago, and Harlem. His experiences in Africa further 
suggest that the sense of exile of the American Negro is 
■^Jahn, Muntu, p. 233» 
2The Big Sea, p. 325* 
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essentially an American problem which cannot be solved by a 
return to Africa. Hughes, who had no doubt in America that he 
was a Negro, was not a Negro to the Africans he met when he 
first landed on the continent. He describes this arrival in 
The Big Sea1: 
...farther down the coast it was more like the Africa 
I had dreamed about—wild and lovely, the people dark 
and beautiful, the palm trees tall, the sun bright, 
and the rivers deep. The great Africa of my dreams.... 
But there was one thing that hurt me a lot when I 
talked to the people. The Africans looked at me and 
wouldn't believe I was a Negro. 
He was greatly pained later when he tried to see the Ju-Ju 
dance and was not permitted to witness the rite because he did 
not belong. During his entire voyage, he had looked forward to 
seeing the dance, a part of his heritage, he thought. When he 
was turned away, he went to his quarters downcast: 
I heard the drums of Omali, the Ju-Ju. Above the moon 
was like a gold ripe fruit in heaven, too sweet for 
the taste of man. For a long time I could not sleep.2 
» 
Because the United States had defaulted, many a Har¬ 
lem Renaissance poet seized upon Africa as an Edenic refuge, 
and in their bitterness and pessimism they portrayed themselves 
as having rejected America. They often veiled their eyes from 
the bitter facts of American racism and fancied that the solu¬ 
tion to their discomfort lay over the ocean on a continent of 
dark brothers. Such poems which so easily explained away the 
Negro's feelings of displacement in America fail to convince. 
Jean Wagner quite aptly calls this atavistic reversion in many 
3IPp. 11-12. 
2Ibid., p. 20. 
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of the poems of exile and alienation an opiate used to escape 
personal tensions and to avoid the reality of alienation: 
...L'Afrique est un étourdissement et un opium, mais 
non un remède definitif? car il ne procure qu'un 
équilibre affectif provisoire et trompeur.1 
2 
In Countee Cullen's "Shroud of Color" is a good 
example of a most diversionary and unconvincing atavistic re¬ 
version to Africa posed as a resolution of the black man's 
gnawing sense of racial alienation. In the poem a Negro has 
reached the limits of despair. He cannot bear one more moment 
of life and turns to God crying, "Lord, being dark...I cannot 
bear the further touch of earth." What this statement implies 
about Cullen's ambiguities regarding race is not important 
here. The line is, however, a very powerful statement of an¬ 
guish. Cullen, then, begins by forcefully stating the problem 
of color in the United States, but the black man's fevered plea 
dissipates when the poet resolves the whole problem of race and 
alienation with fanciful atavistic escapism. The despairing 
Negro receives a vision from Africa,—a vision "drummed" into 
him by throbbing tom-toms felt in the blood. This drum music 
convinces him that "all would end as it began [i.e., free in 
an Edenic Africa]." Although effectively romantic, this is a 
very weak resolution of the real problem. It is hard to be 
convinced that a man tortured to the point of begging death 
has satisfactorily resolved his psychic despair with a cliché. 
1Wagner, Les Poetes Negres des Etats-Unis, p. 362. 
^Color, pp. 26-35* 
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In Cullen's "Brown Boy to Brown Girl"^ there is a far 
milder statement of alienation than there is in "The Shroud of 
Color," but in both poems the life-force of the black American 
is being stifled by an alien environment. The poet suggests 
in "Brown Boy to Brown Girl" that in America, under "alien 
skies," the black man's emotional and affective powers are 
diminished. They are diminished not because of an American 
condition of pressure and prejudice, but because of a separa¬ 
tion from the original homeland, Africa. The black lover in 
the poem has only the recollections of living and loving in the 
ancient Motherland to give meaning to his present potential 
love experience in America. The experience loses completeness, 
but the alienation of the two black lovers is apparently miti¬ 
gated by the knowledge that once in the past there was a free 
and exciting reciprocity. "Long before the pain" in America, 
the lover explains— 
We found a place where quiet water runs, 
I held your hand this way upon a hill 
And felt my heart forbear, my pulse grow still. 
This atavistically retained memory gives some meaning to their 
present union. The present is experienced second-hand through 
a hazy system of associations. A close reading reveals that 
the poem's greatest force lies not in the statement of aliena¬ 
tion of the first lines, but in the romantic recollections 
described in the last lines. Again, the problem of alienation, 
in this case between black man and black woman, is deceptively 
resolved. 
^Opportunity, September, 1924, p. 276. 
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Arna Bontemps' "Nocturne at Bethesda""1' deals with 
the Negro's feelings of exile and alienation in a manner some¬ 
what more realistic than Cullen, although Bontemps' poem is 
highly romantic. In Countee Cullen's "The Shroud of Color," 
for example, the atavistic sense alone becomes an impetus for 
life. Bontemps presents it as only an abiding sense of "some¬ 
thing lost," a feeling of displacement. In the poem the black 
man speaking feels lost and abandoned. Why, he asks— 
Do our black faces search the empty sky? 
Is there something we have forgotten, some 
precious thing 
We have lost, wandering in strange lands? 
Yet, he longs to live. And he deals more honestly than Cullen 
with his alienation. Seeing no facile solution, he acknow¬ 
ledges that things will not improve for him. He places ata¬ 
vistic unity with Africa properly in the land of dreams, 
fantasy, and conjectures 
...if there can be a returning after death 
I sïïâll come back. But it will not be here: 
if you want me you must search for me be¬ 
neath the palms of Africa. (underlining mine) 
It is clear that he does not anticipate finding that ^precious 
thing" that he keenly feels during his life time: 
I may pass through centuries of death 
with quiet eyes, but I'll remember still 
a jungle tree with burning scarlet birds. 
There is something I have forgotten, some 
precious thing. 
This nostalgic sense of something lost re-echoes in 
the words of Claude McKay's invisible man: 
1 
Caroling Dusk, P* 166. 
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Something in me is lost, forever lost, 
Some vital thing has gone out of my heart; 
And I must walk the way of life like a ghost 
Among the sons of earth, a thing apart,1 
The sense of alienation in this poem also is rooted in an ata¬ 
vistic sense of belonging somewhere else: 
For the dim regions whence my fathers came 
My spirit, bondaged by the body, longs. 
Words felt, but never heard, my lips would frame; 
My soul would sing forgotten jungle songs. 
It is the Africa of which he has soul-knowledge, not the white 
man's rebuffs and injustices, which make him an outcast. "Out¬ 
cast" carries the same despair as "Nocturne at Bethesda." In 
both poems the atavistic unity with Africa is a cul de sac pro¬ 
viding no way out of the alienation in America. Of the two 
poems "Outcast" is the most evasive in its attempt to deal with 
alienation and exile, for it does not acknowledge that union 
with the African past can only be a dream and not a viable 
life-time alternative. 
The Harlem Renaissance poets recognized that Negroes 
were not only spiritually alienated in America because of their 
color, but, ineligible for admission to the white world of 
beauty, they were, if they acceded to white standards, aliens 
aesthetically also. Beauty in America simply excluded black¬ 
ness. In many of the Harlem Renaissance poems this tragic 
problem is often confused by the poets' calling into service 
2 the handy African mythology. In a poem like "No Images," for 
example, Waring Cuney concedes that the black girl who, seeing 
■^"Outcast," Harlem Shadows, p. 45. 
2 
Caroling Dusk, p. 212. 
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her image reflected in the dish water as she works, "thinks her 
brown body has no glory" would discover her beauty— 
If she could dance 
Naked, 
Under palm trees 
And see her image in the river 
She is like Claude McKay’s cabaret dancer1 2 who is also profaned 
by her surroundings. Her "perfect half-clothed body" sways like 
"proud palms" but is defiled by the applause and drunken appro¬ 
bation of degenerate "wine flushed, bold eyed boys" and their 
prostitute companions. The dancer is an alien in a hostile 
land. "I knew," says the poet, "that her self was not in that 
strange place." The dancing girl and the pretty young dish 
washer are in a similar bind. Both lack the atavistic finesse 
apparently necessary to view themselves positively in their 
ancestral setting. 
Helene Johnson's disdainful and magnificent Negro 
walking in Harlem is another alien beauty with no hope of rea¬ 
listically appreciating his own physical splendor unless he 
concocts a vision of himself amid "palm trees and mangoes." 
He is "too splendid for this city street." The poet has 
grasped for the African mirage, and what she intends as reso¬ 
lution is actually futile escapism. 
Some poets of the Renaissance did resist the temp¬ 
tation to over-extend the new appreciation for the African 
heritage. Some realized that to treat Africa only retro¬ 
spectively was really to deny her relevance to contemporary 
1Caroling Dusk, p. 212. 
2 
"Harlem Dancer," Harlem Shadows, p. 42. 
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life, and, in effect, to sever the historical continuum of 
the black race. Alain Locke, one of the most vocal African 
enthusiasts of the Harlem Renaissance era, suggests the proper 
perspective : 
...if there is to be a brilliant restatement of the 
African tradition, it cannot be merely retrospective. 
That is why this point of view £the retrospective-] 
must merge into a rather cultural transposition of , 
the old elemental values to modern modes of insight. 
2 
Mae Cowdery's "Goal" is written in such a manner as Locke sug¬ 
gests. It is her "goal" as poet to reshape in poetry the 
thoughts and feelings of her black brothers so that they ex¬ 
press the long denied beauty of the original culture. She will 
attempt to feret out those residual Africanisms that cultural 
displacement has not destroyed: 
I will take from the hearts 
Of black men 
Prayers their lips 
Are 'fraid to utter. 
And turn their coarseness 
Into a beauty of the jungle 
Whence they came. 
Like Mae Cowdery, Langston Hughes has the ability to 
redirect atavism and find in African culture real connections 
with black American culture. It is usually these real links 
which are behind his yearnings for Africa. Some of his poems 
are exceptions, however. One is the rhythmically beautiful 
"Afro-American Fragment."3 The poem begins with the plaint 
1 
"The Message of the Negro Poets," pp. 14-15. 
2We Lift Our Voices, p. 18. 
-^Dear Lovely Death (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1932), p. 3. 
that the Américain Negro's only real connection with Africa lies 
in his songs and history books: 
So long 
So far away 
Is Africa. 
Not even memories alive 
Save those that history books create 
Save those that songs beat back into the blood... 
From this fairly realistic appraisal, the poem moves to the pop¬ 
ular atavistic statement. The sense of exile in America, 
Hughes suggests, stems from the mystic consciousness of belong¬ 
ing to Africa. He does not, however, resort to naive escapism. 
The poem ends on a plaintive note: 
Subdued and time lost are the drums— 
And yet, through some vast mist of race 
There comes this song 
I do not understand, 
This song of atavistic land, 
Of bitter yearnings lost, without a place. 
Often Langston Hughes re-works the theme of atavism 
to suggest a cultural continuity which binds the Negro race with 
both America and Africa. Though black men are aliens in the 
broad American culture, they share a group experience and unity 
which ironically gives positive value to this alienation. This 
synthesis of Africa and America is rarely achieved by other 
poets of the period. Hughes' use of a present tense form in 
"The Negro" and "The Negro Speaks of Rivers" has been discussed. 
This grammatical choice suggests through historical incidents 
the continuity of the race. "The Negro" lists the various roles 
the black man has played through history. In the meshing of 
^See Chapter III. 
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these historical roles is the unity of the American black 
with Africa: 
I've been a worker: 
Under my hand the pyramids arose. 
I made mortar for the Woolworth building. 
The Negro has also been a victim. In both Africa and America 
that role has formed a part of his historical being. The Bel¬ 
gians, says Hughes, cut off his hands in the Congo. White 
Americans lynched him in Mississippi. 
Langston Hughes' Susanna Jones,1 unlike the totally 
alienated black girls in "No Images" and "Harlem Dancer," finds 
beauty and a satisfying unity with her past. Her simple name 
suggests the hard workaday life of most Negroes in America. 
She is just a simple, natural girl getting dressed for a Satur¬ 
day night good time. But the poet sees her transcend the exile 
of her race in America and achieve a greater unity with her own 
black history. She is a live flesh-and-blood link with the 
past. Her gait, structure, poise, and dress suggest racial 
qualities long in evolution. When Sue wears red, the ages melt 
into one : 
Her face is like an ancient cameo 
Turned brown by the ages. 
When Sue wears red: 
A queen from some time-dead Egyptian night 
Walks once again. 
Recurrent in the poetry of Langston Hughes is the 
recognition that the American Negro's music ties him with Africa. 
1"When Sue Wears Red," The Weary Blues, p. 66. 
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This is another legitimate cultural tie which is psychologi¬ 
cally satisfying to the alien because of the sense of continuity 
and group unity that it promotes. Hughes sees in the spiritu¬ 
als, the blues, and jazz transposed ancient cultural elements 
as well as evidences of the American black experience. In what 
has often been called the "manifesto" of the "New Negro" he blends 
the two Negro traditions quite subtly and naturally when he 
declares s 
Let the blare of jazz bands and the billowing voice of 
Bessie Smith singing blues penetrate the closed ears 
of the colored near-intellectuals until they listen 
and perhaps understand.... We younger Negro artists 
who create now intend to express our individual dark- 
skinned selves.... We know we are beautiful. And , 
ugly too. The tom-tom cries, and the tom-tom laughs. 
2 
In "Negro Servant" Hughes puts the problem of the 
black man's alienation in America in a more realistic perspec¬ 
tive by merging the ancient ancestral life with the life of the 
black sub-culture in Harlem. His tie is music. After the 
Negro servant leaves his work in the white kitchen where he is 
but an automated, polite fixture, he returns with eagerness to 
home,--Harlem. "You've worked all day," says the poet. "Dark 
Harlem waits for you." In Harlem there is a black culture which 
still retains the brotherhood and the joy of tribal life: 
0 drums of life in 
Harlem after dark!' 
0 drums! 
0 songs'. 
0 saxophones at night! 
0 sweet relief from faces that are white! 
1"The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain," The 
Nation, CXII, June 23, 1926, pp. 692-694. 
o 
Opportunity, December, 1930, p. 371. 
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Langston Hughes also makes Africa and Georgia meet. 
In this case it is the spiritual which binds the tie: 
I've been a singer 
From Africa to Georgia -, 
I carried my sorrow songs. 
And : 
Sun and the song of all the sun stars 
Gathered together, 
Dark ones of Africa 
I bring you my sorrow songs 2 
To sing on the Georgia road. 
That the theme of alienation and exile was important 
in Harlem Renaissance poetry is not surprising since the Negro 
condition in America was a condition of estrangement based on 
color. That Africa was used either in the statement or resolu¬ 
tion of the problems of exile in the poetry of the period also 
comes as no surprise in view of Africa's immense popularity. 
The facts of color in the United States and the contemporary 
interest in African origins did, however, join forces to cir¬ 
cumscribe many of the black poets' treatments of alienation. 
Often it was not dealt with in its broadest form: the aliena¬ 
tion of the individual from himself, from his fellows, from 
nature, and from God. Again Langston Hughes provides some 
notable exceptions. In at least two of his Africa poems the 
problem of alienation, though it is presented through the per¬ 
sona of a black man, suggests the alienation of the human con- 
dition. In "Afraid" he joins the ancient African and the 
^"The Negro," The Dream Keeper, p. 72. 
2"Sun Song," Ibid., p. 70. 
^The weary Blues, p. 101. 
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modem black American, and indeed all men, in a common experi- 
K 
ence of an alienation too deep for race pride and unity to 
mitigate. He is speaking of the alienation of the human soul: 
We cry among the skyscrapers 
As our ancestors 
Cried among the palms of Africa 
Because we are alone, 
It is night, 
And we are afraid. 
In "I Thought it was Tangiers I Wanted"1 Hughes gives us the 
chronicle of a wanderer in search of those ultimates which one 
often thinks are to be found somewhere on the varied earth. 
In the poem the wanderer returns to his Africa, the Motherland. 
It is the Africa of his dreams: 
I know now 
That a great golden moon 
Like a picture book moon 
Really rises behind the palm trees 
In Africa. 
And tom-toms do beat 
In village squares under mango trees. 
But he does not find what he really seeks. His soul remains 
uneasy, unfulfilled, lonely,—alien. "Happiness," he con¬ 
cludes, "is nowhere if not within oneself." In his statement 
is the realization that some inner wholeness and health of 
soul only can relieve the agony of exile. 
Africa's most compelling use to the Harlem Renaissance 
poets was, then, its suitability as a romantic theme. Exotic 
and romantic in fact as well as fancy, this "Ancient of Days" 
provided poets with real fiber to spin exquisite and exotic 
tapestries like Countee Cullen's "Heritage." The thread of 
1Opportunity, December, 1927, p. 368. 
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reality even in the most romanticized presentations of Africa 
makes them appealing and compelling, especially when such 
pictures are posed against the unpleasant stereotyped view of 
our own technological and increasingly impersonal western 
society. 
Even what appears clearly distorted in the black 
poets' romantic Africa poems is often the poets' compensatory 
attempt to correct the already maliciously distorted popular 
image of Africa as a frightening jungle, infested with snakes, 
insects, and cannibals. In their stress upon Africa's ro¬ 
mantic landscapes, her noble people, and her historical great¬ 
ness, the Harlem Renaissance poets were repairing racial 
history and affirming pride in themselves as black men. 
There was, however, less honesty in their poetic 
treatments of Africa as an Edenic refuge for the racially 
alienated black American. It is a solution particularly un¬ 
congenial to the modern reader schooled in the view that 
human behavior is very much culturally defined. It is a solu¬ 
tion which fails to recognize that the American Negro's ex¬ 
perience of alienation is a response to his American culture. 
Some poets, like Mae Cowdery and Langston Hughes, however, 
were successful in finding in the African heritage viable 
links with the American black experience. 
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